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- ,....

1. Purpose -

This analysis is prepared by the Mined Geologic Disposal System MGDS) Waste
Package Development (WPD) department to provide a probabilistic evaluation of the
potential for criticality of fissile material which has been transported from a
geologic repository containing breached waste packages of commercial spent
nuclear fuel (SNF). This analysis is part of a continuing investigation of the
probability of criticality resulting from the emplacement of spent nuclear fuel In a
geologic repository.

The principal objectives of this evaluation are: (1) to Identify the range of possible
concentrations of uranium which could be precipitated in the rock downstream
(groundwater flow) from the repository, 2) to calculate the minimum critical
masses of such concentrations (assuming a fissile enrichment of the uranium
corresponding to the characteristics of commercial spent nuclear fuel, and assuming
a concentration of water moderator consistent with the known porosity of the
rock), (3) to estimate conservative upper bounds for the probability of occurrence
of such critical masses, and (4) to estimate the consequences of any credible
criticality and calculate the resulting risk, which is product of the probability of
occurrence multiplied by the consequences.

2. Quality Assurance -

The Quality Assurance (A) program applies to this analysis. The work reported in-
this document is part of the probabilistic evaluation of the waste package (WP) and
engineered barrier segment (EBS). This activity can affect the proper functioning of
the Mined Geologic Disposal System (MGDS) waste package; the waste package
has been identified as an MGDS Q-Ust item important to safety and waste isolation
(pp. , 16, Ref. 5.1). The waste package is on the Q-Ust by direct Inclusion by the
Department of Energy (DOE); a QAP-2-3 evaluation has yet to be conducted. The
work performed for this analysis is covered by a WPD QAP-2-0 work control
Activity Evaluation entitled Perform Probabilistic Waste Package Design Analyses
(Ref. 5.2). This QAP-2-0 evaluation determined that such activities are subject to
Quality Assurance Requirements and Description (QARD) (Ref. 6.3) requirements.
Applicable procedural controls are listed in the evaluation.

All design Inputs which are identified In this document are for preliminary design
and shall be treated as unqualified data; these design inputs will require subsequent
qualification (or superseding Inputs) as the waste package design proceeds. This
document will not directly support any construction, fabrication or procurernent
activity and therefore Is not required to be procedurally controlled as TBV (to be
verified). In addition, the inputs associated with this analysis are not required to be.
procedurally controlled as TBV. However, use of any data from this analysis for
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input into documents supporting procurement, fabrication, or construction is
required to be controlled as TBV in accordance with the appropriate procedures.

3. Method-

The following methods are used for this analysis:
* The rate of dissolution of SNF is computed as a function of pH using the

formula used for this purpose in Total System Performance Assessment -
1995 (TSPA-95, Ref 5.18).

* The mobilization rate of fissile nuclides Is computed as the product of the
maximum solubility lirit multiplied by the flow rate of water through the
waste package. This approximation assumes that over the long term the
solubifity falls within the range specified by TSPA-95 (Ref. 5.18), and
repeated in Table 4.1-3 of this document.
Flow In the saturated zone is computed using the TSPA95 plume dispersion
methodology.

* A representative set of configurations which have some likelihood of being
L. critical, is generated using a systematic methodology combining the

probabilities estimated by the above methods. The criticality for each of
these configurations is estimated from Monte Carlo neutronics calculations of
the effective neutron multiplication factor, kfg.

* The probability distribution of uranium deposit densities which could result
from the encounters of groundwater containing dissolved fissile nuclides with
the reducing zones (if any) is computed as the product of two probabilities:
(1) the fraction of the area beneath the repository which could be occupied
by reducing zones, the estimate of which is obtained by some comparison
with natural uranium deposits (which are not actually analogs, but which can
serve as a conservative probability basis) such as Pena Blanca and the
Colorado plateau. (2) the probability of juxtaposition (or accumulation) of
organic material modeled by Individual logs which are randomly located
throughout a typical mineralized zone (with the distribution parameters
determined by the analysis of a map showing the location of the logs in one
major deposit).

Further detail on the specific analytical methods employed for each step Is available
In Section 7 of this analysis.

4. Design Inputs -

All design inputs are for preliminary design; these design inputs will require
subsequent qualification (or superseding Inputs) as the waste package design
proceeds to final design.
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4.1 Design Parameters -

4.1.1 Reserved

4.1.2 Pressurized Water Reactor PWR) SNF Assembly Parameters

Initial Uranium Loading per assembly (Ref. 5.71

Maximum (Babcock & Wilcox Mark B): 464 kg
Average 434 kg

(Average Is computed from total projected PWR Uranium mass divided
by total projected number of PWR assemblies.)

Table 4.1-1. Amounts in grams/metric ton g/MTU) of selected sotopes in
10 year old commercial SNF (Ref. 5.30)

3% Initial Enrichment, 4% Initial Enrichment,Isotope 20 GWd/MTU Burnup 40 GWd1MTU Burnup

215U 1 .302E4 9.689E3

_u_ 9.659E5 9.1 39E5 =

Pou 4.634E3 6.342E3

4.1.3 Reserved

4.1.4 WP Environmental Parameters from TSPA-95 (Ref. 5.18, p. 7-27)

Max. Infiltration Rate for Low Inf. Scenario: 0.25 mm/yr
Max. Infiltration Rate for High nf. Scenario: 10.0 mm/yr

(Maximum Infiltration rate occurs at 50,000 years in TSPA-95 model)

4.1.5 Spent fuel dissolution rate, as a function of aqueous environment

The spent fuel dissolution rates used In this analysis are based on the model
given In TSPA-95 (Ref. 5.18, p. 6-2),

logR,, 7323--4 +0.2621 log(CO)-0.1 140 pH

where RF is the Intrinsic dissolution rate of spent fuel (mg/m2day), T Is the
temperature (K, and C03 s the total carbonate concentration (including
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bicarbonate and carbonic acid) of the contacting groundwater (M).

The mean pH of J-1 3 well water has been found to be 7.6, and the mean
carbonate concentration has been found to be 0.002M (Ref. 5.45). Table
4.1-2 lists the SNF dissolution rates calculated using the above model for the
range of pH and carbonate concentration. The spent fuel pellet geometric
specific surface area was taken to be the 39.6 cm2/g used in TSPA-95 (Ref.
5.18, p. 6-3)

Table 4.1-2. SNF Dissolution Rate gm 2 /yr) as a
function of pH and C03 concentration at 30"C

PH'ICOs 0.0002 M .002 M 0.02 M

6 1.01 1.84 3.37

6.6 0.88 1.62 2.98

7 0.78 1.42 2.59

7.5 0.68 1.24 2.27

8 0.60 1.09 1.99

8.5 0.52 0.96 1.76

9 0.46 0.84 1.53
-_ _
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4.1.6 Tuff matrilc porosity data (beta distributions)

Reference 5.25 provides distributions for the matrix porosity of various
geologic members within Yucca Mountain. For the Calico Hills Non-Welded
Zeolitic member, the porosity Is described by a beta distribution with the
parameters a=32.317, =32.315, minimum 0.05, and maximum =
0.562. Figure 4.1-1 below gives the cumulative distribution function
described by the above beta distribution parameters.
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Figure 4.1-1. Matrix porosity distribution for Calico Hills non-welded
zeolitic tuff (Ref. 5.25)

it should be noted that this table represents an adjustment from the raw data to
elimimate a suspect outlier, which was 0.47 (Ref. 5.25, p. 7-10). Although not
directly used in this document, the outlier was used as the basis for the worst case
criticality analyses in Ref. 6.43.
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4.1.7 Fissile material solubility
Table 4.1-3. Fissile material solubilities (ppm) from TSPA-95

(Ref. 5.18, p. 6-29)

Element Minimum Mean Maximum

Uranium 2.4E-3 7.6 2.4E3

Plutonium 2.4E-3 1 .2E-I 2.4E-1

4.1.8 Fossil Log Statistics From Club Mines

This information is contained in Attachment Ill.

4.1.9 Constants and Other Miscellaneous Information Used

mPu Half-life: 24,390 years (Ref. 6.20, p. 643)

Advanced Uncanistered FIel (AUCF) WP Dimmensions

Inner Diameter:
Inner Lid-to-lid Length:

1409.7 mm
4585 mm

(Attachment IV)
(Attachment IV)

4.2 Criteria -

The repository criticality control design criteria for waste packages are based upon
criteria from requirements documents. The criteria cited in requirement documents
that have bearing on this analysis include:

4.2.1 From the EBDRD (Reference 6.12);
"3.2.2.6 CRITICALITY PROTECTION

A. The Engineered Barrier Segment shall be designed to ensure that a
nuclear criticality accident is not possible unless at least two unlikely,
independent, and concurrent or sequential changes have occurred in
the conditions essential to nuclear criticality safety. Each system
shall be designed for criticality safety under normal and accident
conditions. The calculated effective multiplication factor must be
sufficiently below unity to show at least a five percent margin, after
allowance for the bias In the method of calculation and the
uncertainty In the experiments used to validate the methods of
calculation. [MGDS-RD 3.2.2.6.A][1 OCFR60.131 (b)(7)J"

4ku-

This study is performed for accumulations of material external to the Engineered
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Barrier Segment EBS). Therefore, the five percent margin required for evaluation
of the EBS is not applied in calculating critical parameter In this study.

4.2.2 The Waste Package Implementation Plan WPIP) (Reference 5.13) briefly
echoes the criteria from the EBDRD. One of the design goals stated in the
WPIP Is to Ensure subriticafity' (Reference 5.1 3, Page 2-5, Table 2-1).

4.3 Assumptions -

4.3.1 For purposes of this analysis only, It is assumed that the waste package
barriers and cladding have been sufficiently breached/degraded that the
dissolution and removal from the waste package can proceed as if they were
not there. The reason for this assumption is that it is expected that there
will be a significant number of waste packages experiencing such
degradation within 10,000 years following closure (Ref. 5.18), so it forms a
reasonable basis for the computation of the upper bound for the probability
of external criticality, since it is also a necessary assumption for the
occurrence of any external criticality. This assumption Is used in Section
7.2. There has, as yet, been no definitive estimation of the probability of
occurrence of such degradation or of the expected number of such
degradations In the repository. In fact, under some reasonable (but non-
conservative) assumptions of barrier corrosion rates, many, if not most, of
the waste packages will remain intact well beyond 100,000 years (Ref.
5.18).

4.3.2 It is assumed that, for the time periods of interest In this study, most of the
239Pu will decay to 23U. The basis for this assumption is the 24,390 year
half-life of "3Pu. This assumption Is used in Section 7.2 and is the basis for
the criticality calculations of Ref. 5.43, which are used in Section 7.b.

4.3.3 For most of the calculations involving Isotopic composition of SNF, it is
assumed that the SNF Is PWR criticality design basis fuel, 3% initial
enrichment and 20 GWd/MTU burnup. The reason for this assumption is
that this design basis fuel Is more stressing with respect to criticality than all
but the 2% of the expected SNF which has the highest fissile content. This
is demonstrated by a combination of the analysis of design basis fuel In Ref.
5.10 and the presentation of fissile content in Ref. 5.43. The former
reference gives a formula for k. as a function of age, burnup, and nitial
enrichment and tabulates fuel percentile as a function k. for the commercial
SNF expected at the repository. The latter reference gives % fissile for
several fuel types. The combined data is given in Table 7.6-3, which is some
evidence that % fissile is directly proportional to k.w for these typical cases.
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Although this table suggests a relationship between % fissile and k., no
specific relationship between SNF percentile and % fissile has been
established. Until a more thorough analysis leading to a specific relationship
has been conducted, the relationship given in Table 7.6-3 will have to be
Interpreted as limited to the three fuel types listed, and more general
Interpretation will have to be considered TBV. This assumption is used in
Sections 7.3 and 7.6.4 and in Attachment II.

4.3.4 A maximum solubility of Pu equal to 0.12 ppm was assumed, together with
the assumption that colloids do not significantly enhance solubility/removal
rate. The basis for the solubility assumption is Ref. 5.18, p. 6-29, and Table
4.1-3 of this document, which Is derived from it, and the colloid assumption
is consistent with assumptions in that reference and other treatments of the
subject. This assumption Is used only in Section 7.3, so any questions
regarding It would not affect the rest of the document or Its conclusions.
Although the selected value Is not the maximum of the possible range, and
although the value could be increased by the occurrence of colloidal
suspension of Pu, the assumption is considered conservative because a
faster removal of Pu would increase its co-migration with the still faster
migrating 231U. The latter would act as a neutron absorber to limit the
likelihood of any external criticality.

4.3.5 It Is assumed that the natural processes which precipitated uranium
concentrations In the past will have the greatest probability of precipitating
uranium in the future. This Is based on the further assumption that the most
probable uranium deposition processes and deposit types have been
Identified. This assumption is used in Section 7.4, 7.6, and Attachment II.

4.3.6 It Is assumed that uranium bearing groundwater is enriched in hexavalent
uranium (uranyl) from some upstream source of uranium. The basis for this
assumption Is that It Is a common part of the mineralization process, and is
discussed in the references cited in the section of the text using this
assumption. This assumption is used in Section 7.4.1.

4.3.7 For calculation purposes It will be assumed that carbonaceous logs could
exist at the base of the tuff In Yucca Mountain (which Is approximately 1
km below the repository) and In the concentration which appears on the
Colorado Plateau. It is also assumed that any distribution of logs which did
occur at the base of the tuff would not have a higher concentration than
those found on the Colorado Plateau. The single deep hole drilled to the base
of the tuff at Yucca Mountain gives no Indication of the necessary reducing
material. However, the probability of encountering such an orebody, or
reducing zone with potential for mineralization, can be estimated, according

I
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to the methodology of Section 7.6.3, as the typical orebody area divided by
the total sample space area (0.087 km2 1 .24 km2 = 0.07), s0 there is no
strong evidence that such a reducing zone does not exist. On the other
hand, If such reducing zone concentrations did exist they would not be likely
to be greater than the concentrations which caused the deposits on the
Colorado Plateau and In Wyoming, because extensive geologic and mining
exploration throughout the United States have found no other large deposits
with logs mineralized to such high concentrations. This assumption is used
in Sections 7.4.4.1 and 7.6.3.

4.3.8 It is not considered possible to have any significant organic accumulation
within the tuff. The basis of this assumption is that the hot ash would have
oxidized any organic material as It was deposited. The organic
accumulations in tuff elsewhere in Nevada are attributable to some layers of
sedimentary rock between, or beneath, the layers of tuff. This assumption is
used in Sections 7.4.4.1 and 7.6.3.

4.3.9 For calculation purposes only, it Is assumed that the uranyl ion could replace
all the Ca ion In the clinoptilolite. The basis of this assumption is that It is
theoretically possible. However, experiments do not support such a
wholesale replacement, as is Indicated in Ref. 6.48. This assumption is used
in Section 7.4.4.2.

4.3.10 The following specific parameter values are used only for the calculation of
maximum possible replacement of Ca by U in clinoptilolite: (1) both tuff
and clinoptilolite have a density of approximately 2.52 g/cm3, (2) the solid
rock is 70% clinoptilolite and 30% tuff or other mineral phases, and (3) the
rock has 30 vol% porespace which is filled with water (typical of the
saturated zone, and also a requirement for any criticality to occur). The
basis for 70% clinoptilolite Is that It is the.upper limit of the range given in
Ref. 5.47, p. 35. This is used as a volume percent, even though the
reference intends it as a weight percent, because both the tuff and the
clinoptilolite are assumed to have the same density. The basis for the
water concentration Is that It Is close to the median given In 4.1.6, above.
This assumption Is used in Section 7.4.4.2.

4.3.11 It is assumed that none of the SNF neutron absorbers (primarily fission
products) are transported in the uranium-bearing groundwater from the
repository. This assumption Is based on the further assumption that the
neutron absorbers have either been removed from the SNF matrix much
earlier than the fissile nuclides, or have remained in the matrix after removal
of the fisslie material. The basis for this assumption is that it Is
conservative. It is also technically justified by the fact that the neutron
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absorbers generally have quite different solubilities from the uranium. This
assumption is used in Section 7.5.

4.3.12 It is assumed that the organic deposits which can accumulate to form a
reducing zone capable of capturing a critical mass from uranium bearing
groundwater can be modeled by the juxtaposition of ndividual
carbonaceous logs. It is further assumed that the mass provided by the
uranium adsorption capability of a single log will be Insufficient for
criticality. The basis for the first part of this assumption Is given In Section
7.6.2. The basis of the second part of the assumption Is provided by
neutronics calculation of the kff for a worst case cylinder, the details of
which are described in Ref. 5.43, and summarized in Attachment 11, and
Section 7.6.2 of this document. This assumption is used in Section 7.6
and Attachment II.

4.3.13 For the most conservative estimate of possible organic log density beneath
Yucca Mountain It Is assumed that the sample space for the distribution Is a
typical buried river channel found on the Colorado Plateau and diagrammed
in Ref. 5.31, and that such a buried river channel exists at the base of the
tuff beneath Yucca Mountain. The basis of this assumption is that it is
possible, and It is conservative. This assumption is used In Section 7.6.3,
where It is also further explained.

4.3.14 For a less conservative estimate of possible organic log density beneath
Yucca Mountain it is assumed that the sample space for the distribution of
organic deposits (to be found at the base of the tuff under Yucca Mountain)
Is the entire geologic formation containing log deposits in orebodies on the
Colorado Plateau. The quantification of this assumption rests on the simple
counting of the orebodies in the geologic formation by Chenoweth Ref.
5.41), which has not been formally documented or reviewed, and must,
therefore be considered TBV. The basis of this assumption Is that it
conforms with geologic practice. The assumption is used for comparison
purposes only in Table 7.6-2, and the more conservative alternative is used
In all the subsequent calculations. This assumption Is used in Section
7.6.3, where it is also further explained.

4.3.15 It is assumed for calculation purposes only that the waste packages are
loaded homogeneously, so that high fissile fuel tends to be packaged
together. The basis of this assumption Is that It is somewhat likely, since
fuel from the same batch will be likely to arrive at the repository together,
or be loaded into a sealed multi-purpose canister MPC) type container at
the reactor together. It is also conservative, since spreading the fuel with
high fissile content will dilute its effect and reduce the risk of criticlit,
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Internal or external. This assumption is used in Section 7.6.4.

4.3.16 For purposes of estimating the maximum concentration of uranium in
groundwater at the water table, It Is assumed that the groundwater which
has passed through a waste package flows vertically downward through
the unsaturated zone with no dispersion of the concentration front, so that
the uranium concentration In a groundwater stream from the repository is
equal to the concentration at the waste package. Although there must
always be some dispersion In natural systems, the basis of this assumption
Is that It is conservative. This assumption Is used in section 7.6.5.

4.3.17 For purposes of estimating the maximum concentration of uranium In the
water of the saturated zone, it is assumed that the concentration of
uranium will spread according to the standard plume dispersion model. It is
further assumed that the region of Interest Is the vertical projection of the
plume centerline, y = 0. The basis of this assumption Is that It is possible
and conservative. The basis of this assumption is given in Section 7.6.5,
where It is used. Section 7.6.5 Is for Illustrative purposes only; the
assumptions and results to not affect the rest of the document or its
conclusions.

4.3.18 it is assumed that the ncrement of burnup provided by the external
criticality Is proportional to the reduction In fissile content of the fuel. The
basis of this assumption is that it is consistent with the neutron depletion
calculations done thus far. It should be considered to be TBV. This
assumption Is used In Section 7.7. This section Is for illustrative purposes
only; the assumptions and results to not affect the rest of the document or
Its conclusions.

4.3.19 It is assumed that the increase in radionuclide inventory for an external
criticality Is proportional to the Increment of bumup. The basis for this
assumption Is that it is consistent with the waste package nternal criticality
evaluated n Ref. 6.50. It should be considered TBV. This assumption Is
used In Section 7.7. This section Is- for Illustrative purposes only; the
assumptions and results to not affect the rest of the document or its
conclusions.

4.3.20 It is assumed that the logs are uniformly, and Independently, distributed
throughout the mineralized orebody In which they are found. The basis for

#4r*d this assumption Is that It Is verified by analysis of the Fischer map data
(Ref. 5.28) In Attachments 11 & Ill. The assumption Is used in Attachment 11
and Section 7.6.3.

!
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4.3.21 It is assumed that a log will only be able to overlap the critical mass circle If
Its center Is located so that the end of the log can overlap the critical mass
circle center .(r<l/2, where I Is the length of the log). The basis of this'
assumption Is that It is conservative (all logs reaching the center will be
counted as going all the way through) and non-conservative (all logs
overlapping the circle but-not reaching the center will be discarded) aspects
approximately cancel. This assumption Is used In Attachment II.

4.3.22 In the algorithm for determining the number of Intersecting logs required for
criticality, it is assumed that only the fraction of the total log length defined
by the segment of length (2/n) times the diameter of the adjusted critical
mass circle will contribute to the critical mass. The basis of this
assumption Is given In the justification of the adjustment methodology, In
Attachment II. This assumption Is used in Attachment II.

4.4 Codes and Standards -

Not applicable.
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6. Use of Computer Software -

A. Scientific and Engineering Software:

The Characteristics Database (CDB) LWR Radiological PC Database, CSCI:
A0000O000-02268-1200-20002, Ver. 1.1 was used to obtain the isotopic
characteristics of the criticality design basis SNF. The CDB has been
qualified by the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management for use In
work subfect to the requirements of the QARD (Ref. 5.3). The CDB was
installed on an IBM-compatible PC In accordance with the User Manual for
the CDB R (p. 1, Ref. 6.36) and was obtained In accordance with the QAP-
Si series procedures. Use of the SNF isotopic characteristics from the CDB
Is appropriate for this design analysis and Is within the range of validation
performed for the CDB. The data extracted from the CDB are given In
Section 4.1.2 and are used In Section 7.3.

B. Computational Support Software:

6.1 Microsoft Excel vB.0, loaded on a 66MHz 486 PC.

6.2 Microsoft Visual C+ + compiler, version 1.0, loaded on a 66MHz 486 PC
used as computational support software with Excel or MathCad checking to
verify the algorithms used.
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7. Design Analysis -

This design analysis Is presented In eight sections. Section 7.1 provides the
background for this analysis. Section 7.2 describes the dissolution of SNF and the
mobilization of fissile nuclides. Section 7.3 presents the results of analysis.
Indicating the range of effective fissile enrichments as a function of time. Section
7.4 discribes the maximum uranium concentrations existing In typical geologic
environments and the maximum which could possibly occur beneath Yucca
Mountain. Section 7.6 summarizes the calculations of minimum critical
mass/radius for possible uranium concentrations which could result from operation
of a repository at Yucca Mountain. Section 7.6 uses the previous results to derive
upper bounds on the probability of natural processes assembling a critical mass
beneath a repository at Yucca Mountain. Section 7.7 provides an estimate of the
increased radionuclide Inventory which could result from an external criticality.
Section 7.8 provides en estimate of the possibility of autocatalytic criticality.

7.1 Background, External Criticality, and Far-Field External Criticality

The near-field environment Is defined as the engineered barrier segment (18)
external to the waste package; the far-field environment is any portion of the rock
of Yucca Mountain beyond the near field. This study focuses on far-field external
criticality because an upper bound on the probability of accumulating a critical
mass/configuration In the far-field can be calculated from analysis of existing
uranium deposits. Evaluation of criticality In the invert will require geochemical
calculations, and will be accomplished in future studies.

7.2 Dissolution of Spent Nuclear Fuel and Mobilization of Fissile Nuclides

There are a number of isotopes in SNF which are neutronically active, either fissile
or neutron absorbing. The long term criticality Is fairly well characterized by the
three isotopes 3U, 235U, and MPu. The 235U Is the principal fissile isotope and Is
much longer lived than any other fissile isotope; the 239Pu Is the next most
numerous fissile, and Its fissile capability persists after Its decay Into MU; 238U is
the most numerous neutron absorber In the SNF, and its chemical behavior is |
Identical with 2U so it will co-migrate. The dissolution rate of the SNF pellets is
mass controlled, so the determining parameter Is the total material (Ref. 5. 18). The
rate of removal from the waste package will be seen to be solubility, or flux,
controlled, and so will vary with species solubility. Therefore, removal from the
waste package will be discussed In terms of these three principal isotopes.

The range of possible dissolution rates for the U02 pellet material of commercial
SNF is .46 to 3.37 g/m2/yr (Ref 5.18). Under the worst case assumption that the
waste package barriers have been breached, al the cladding has failed, and that j

i
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water can contact the entire surface area of the U02 pellets, the maximum surface
area which can be exposed to the water is the product of the total mass of uranium
per waste package which is approximated by the initial heavy metal, which, in
turn, is a maximum of 9,744,000 g total for the largest assembly type, 0.464
metric tons uranium (MTU), for a 21 PWR waste package) multiplied by the specific
surface area per unit mass of a fuel pellet, 39.6 cm2/g (Ref. 5.18, p. 6-3). Hence
the range of possible dissolution rates for the entire waste package is 17.7 to
130.1 kg/yr. However, it will be seen below that the removal rate of uranium from
the waste package Is mainly solubility limited (also called flux limited) to rates much
lower than this.

Mobilization, or removal, of fissile material is limited by both its solubility and by
the flow rate through the waste package. In the SNF, uranium exists in the +4
valence or oxidation state (called the uranous on). This oxidation state Is very
insoluble (only 1 ppb In very acidic conditions, pH=2, Ref 6.39, pp. 40-41). The
SNF is degraded by oxidation to the to +6 state UO2++, called the uranyl Ion),
which has a solubility at least three orders of magnitude larger. The maximum rate
of removal of uranium from the waste package Is the product of the maximum
solubility (2400 ppm, or 2.4 kg/M3, Ref 5.18, p. 6-29) multiplied by the maximum
Infiltration rate (0.01 meters/yr, Ref 6.18, p. 7-27) and by the cross-section area
which the waste package interior presents to the vertical Infiltration (6.46 m2), to
give 0.155 kg/yr. Since this rate Is much smaller than the range of dissolution
rates (1 7.7 to 130.1 kg/yr) computed in the previous paragraph, the maximum
uranium removal rate Is said to be flux limited; this calculation shows the maximum
removal rate is equal to 0.165 kg/yr of uranium per waste package.

The plutonium removal rate will be much slower, since its solubility limit is much
smaller. However, it will be seen that the typical time for the removal from the
waste packqge of the fissile material (which removal is necessary for any external
criticality) will generally be longer than the 239Pu half-life, so, for the time periods
of interest In this study, most of the 239PU will decay to 235U and be removed
according to the uranium chemistry. Under this assumption/approximation that
most of the mPu will be removed as 1 5U, the removal time is determined by
dividing the total mass of.the three isotopes in a waste package ( 23U + 235U +
239Pu - 9486.3 kg) by the uranium maximum removal rate of 0.166 kg/yr. This
process gives approximately 61,200 years to remove all the uranium from the
waste package. It should be noted that even though this Is the most conservative
(smallest) estimate of removal time, It is still more than twice the 2 9Pu half-life of
24,390 yrs so the approximation that all 'Pu decays to U before being removed
from the waste package Is justified. Nevertheless, this approximation does have a
slight non-conservative aspect since 239Pu is slightly more neutron-efficient than
235U (specifically, It has a slightly higher fission cross-section for neutrons, and it
releases slightly more neutrons per fission).
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Using the more likely values for Infiltration rate (1 mm/yr; mid-way between high
and low Infiltration scenario rates in Section 4.1.4) and solubility of uranium (7.6
ppm) the removal time for all the uranium from the waste package would be
approximately 200 million years. Such a long time estimate may not be
meaningful, since major geologic changes would be likely to effect the repository
directly over such a long time. It should be noted, however, that many geologic
formations have survived intact for over a billion years (one being the Oklo uranium
deposit, to be discussed in Section 7.4 below).

7.3 Effective fissile enrichment

The fact that Pu is much less soluble than U raises the question of whether the
criticality potential of commercial SNF could be enhanced by selective removal of
uranium, which is mostly the neutron absorbing form "U. In fact, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission NRC) has requested that such an analysis be included as
part of the criticality licensing studies (Ref. 6.42, Consideration 1.2, pp. 3,4). To
answer this question, the coupled rate equations for 238U, 235U, and 239Pu were
Integrated numerically using a C' program. This analysis was performed using a
range of values for the solubilities of uranium and plutonium and for the flow rate
through the waste package. The equations also modeled the decay of 239P to
'U. The specific rate equations are given in Attachment 1, as part of the 'C'
program listings and associated annotations.

The following parameters were used for all cases:
* Maximum concentration of Pu in solution, 0.12 ppm, which Is the mean value

given In Table 4.1-3.
* Infiltration rate, 10 mm/yr, which is the maximum listed in Section 4.1.4
The range of maximum U concentrations maxu) was 100 ppm to 2400 ppm. The
upper limit corresponds to the maximum In Table 4.1-3, and the lower limit has
been chosen to cover the range of behaviors as will be seen below.

Isotopic compositions were determined for 2 fuel types for a PWR waste package
with 21 assemblies having the largest assembly mass, 0.464 MTU/assy, and using
the Isotopic fractions given n table 4.1-1:
* The PWR criticality design basis fuel: 3% initial enrichment and 20 GWd/MTU

bumup which gives, 9314.3 kg of 238U, 126.9 kg of "5 U and 44.2 kg of 2'Pu
per waste package.

* 4% initial enrichment and 40 GWd/MTU bumup, which gives 8905.0 kg of
"8 U, 94.4 kg of "5U and 61.8 kg mPu per waste package.

The results are somewhat sensitive to the bookkeeping for 235Pu. Two cases are
examined: (1) 239Pu having the same weight In fissile-contribtion as 235U, and (2)
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19Pu having a factor of 1.25 (the approximate ratio of fissile cross-sections) times
the contribution of 15U. Either condition could be operative, or some value in
between, depending on the concentrations of uranium and moderator. In the
following discussion these are called approximation A and B, respectively.

The for approximation A the calculations show the following three types of
behavior for the effective enrichment (fissile content divided by total of all three
isotopes).
1. For relatively low values of maxu (less than 150 ppm), the effective enrichment

simply decreases slightly as a function of time. This Is an artifact of the
conversion from the mass of plutonium (239) to the mass of uranium (235) for
the plutonium decay. Since the rate of removal of uranium is slower than the
rate of decay of plutonium, most of the fissile is still remaining when all the
mPu is gone (mostly from decay).

2. For Intermediate values of maxu (typically 200 ppm) there is a slight increase of
effective enrichment with time, reaching a maximum of less than 1 % increase
over the Initial value, and then falling off slightly.

3. For high values of maxu (greater than 200 ppm) the effective enrichment
Increases with time, but by the time It has doubled, there are only a few kg of
fissile left. Furthermore, when the fissile content has dropped to half its initial
value (identified as Half in the outputs given In Attachment 1), the increase in
fissile content is less than 10%.

For approximation B, there are only two behavior regimes:
1. For relatively low values of maxu (less than 1200 ppm) the effective

enrichment simply declines with time. This is primarily because the extra
contribution of 2 9Pu (factor of 1.25) disappears as the 239Pu decays. Since the
cases chosen for Illustration have higher maxu than for approximation A, above,
most of the fissile has been removed by the time Pu goes to zero.

2. For higher values of maxu (greater than 1200 ppm) the effective enrichment
Increases with time but, as with approximation A, above) the percent increase
Is only 10% (for the worst case of maxu = 2400 ppm) by the time the total
fissile content has decreased by 50% (identified as Half In the outputs given in
Attachment 1).

These results show that It is not possible to remove the uranium fast enough for
this effect to be significant.

7.4 Uranium deposit types and their maximum uranium concentrations

This section describes relevant uranium occurrences in tuff that is analogous to the
rock at Yucca Mountain and In sedimentary rocks, which provide much higher grade
ores. Subsection 7.4.4 describes how this Information is used to build a model for

i
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the upper bound of the probability of the existence of reducing zones which could
exist beneath Yucca Mountain. This Is based on the assumption that the natural
environments that accumulated uranium In the past will have the greatest
probability of accumulating uranium In the future.

7.4.1 Types of uranium deposits

The United States has approximately 30% of the world uranium reserves
(J.W.Brinck, Ref 5.40, pg 22), and most is near the Four Corners area of the
Colorado Plateau and in Wyoming. Brinck has also estimated the United States
total of 259,000 metric tons consists of individual deposits averaging 2300 metric
tons at an average ore grade is 0.195% (Ref 5.40, pg 23). A higher average ore
grade has only been reported for one country, South Africa, 0.29% (Ref 5.21, p.
463 ), but that the size of those deposits Is only 10% of the US.

The largest and richest uranium deposits worldwide are associated with organic
material in sedimentary rock. This organic material provides a reducing substrate to
convert the soluble hexavalent uranium to the insoluble quadrivalent form,
particularly the mineral uraninite (pure U02). The groundwater-solution which
flowed through the rock Is generally assumed to have been enriched In hexavalent
uranium uranyl) from some upstream source rock of higher uranium concentration.
The deposition substrate Is either the organic material itself or H2S (or some form of
organic sulfur) generated by bacterial decay of the organic material. These deposits
are found only In sedimentary rock, generally sandstone, but sometimes limestone.
In one deposit (Oklo) the maximum ore grade of a small portion of the total deposit
has been found as high as 60%; otherwise the local peak ore concentration has
never been aboVe 20% Ref. 5.34, p. 20). Of course, individual uraninite nuggets
would have uranium concentrations as high as 88%, but these are so small in
dimension as to not even be recorded In the general literature.

Another major mechanism for uranium concentration is by deposition on fracture
surfaces from hydrothermal (hypogenic) fluids which could have derived their
uranium content directly from volcanic magma or from leaching of some nearby
source rock. The precipitation from the hydrothermal fluid could be induced by
cooling, by encountering an organic reducing zone, or by increased concentrations
of Inorganic ons (Ca or silicate) which can displace the uranyl from solution. This
Is the principal type of uranium concentration observed in tuff. Secondary
enrichment can occur as uranium is mobilized in the weathering environment.

A third mechanism for uranium concentration is adsorption in zeolites. These are
cage-like minerals which have structural channels that can exchange ions with
aqueous solutions. Although this Is a relatively rare type of uranium deposit, it is
relevant to Yucca Mountain, because such a concentration has been observed in

I
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clinoptilolite a common zeolite) that Is a major constituent of a tuff similar to that
found at Yucca Mountain (Ref. 6.46), and because similar zeolites in tuff (not
containing uranium) are fairly common at Yucca Mountain, with many of the drill
holes showing zeolite deposits several meters thick and constituting 50 to 70% of
the local rock (Ref. 6.47).

These general mechanisms are limited by available surface area for chemical-
physical reaction between solution and host rock. For the organic-reduction
mechanism the large surface area Is provided by either microfractures in the bulk
organic material itself (e.g. a log) or the fine Interstices of sedimentary rock
containing a more refined organic material with little internal surface area. For the
hydrothermal mechanism the surface area Is provided by extensive fracturing,
which may be provided by the same hydrothermal process as provides the fluid or
may have been pre-existing. For the zeolite exchange process, the effective surface
area is provided by the cage structure of the zeolite Itself.

7.4.2 Maximum uranium concentrations from non-organic reducing zones,
hydrothermal and zeolite deposition process

The Pena Blanca uranium district, located 50 km north of Chihuahua City contains
some of the richest uranium ore reported for tuff. The peak concentration of 9%
uranium was found in a 13 cm diameter, very highly fractured breccia for a total
uranium content of less than 3 kg U0 2. This particularly rich breccia sample Is one
of several characterized by P.C.Goodell (Ref 5.14, Table 3, with the size
Information from a private communication with the author), as part of the Nopal 1
deposit, which is a pipe like body 100 meters high with a 20 meter by 40 meter
cross-section, and an average uranium concentration of .1 %, as reported by
George-Anlel et.al. (Ref 5.19, p. 238). The lower grades dominate the rest of the
deposit; In fact, the latter reference does not even mention the 3 kg, 9% sample.
The source rock for the lower grade deposits Is believed to be rhyolites, which
range from 10 to 35 ppm U308.

In the Pena Blanca district, only the peak 9% sample is believed to contain
quadrivalent uranium (specifically uraninite, U0 2, Ref. 5.14, p. 286, uraninite being
identified with this peak sample as in the breccia"),. Although even this high a
grade Is Insufficient for criticality of commercial SNF, it is evidence of some strong
organic type reduction from the hexavalent solution which would be necessary to
precipitate the higher concentrations required for criticality. The remainder of the
district In general, and the Nopal deposit in particular, is the result of a deposition
process which does not reduce the hexavalent ions, but only incorporates this
hexavalent uranium into carbonate, silicate, and oxide minerals, particularly
uranophane [Ca(UO 2 2(SiOA2(OH)2J(Ref. 6.14, p. 286). Similar low grade uranium
deposits In tuff are found In Oregon (Ref 5.23, p. 55) and in Nevada (Ref 5.24, p.
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104).

It is, therefore, concluded that there is very little likelihood of finding high organic
concentrations in'tuff, and those rare exceptions are likely to be small, like the 3 kg
sample from Pena Blanca. However, there Is a possibility of log-type organic.
deposits in basal pyroclastic deposits, as is discussed In Section 7.4.4.1, below.

A review of the best known uranium deposit in zeolite, the Tono mine in Japan, has
been given by Katayama et.al. (Ref. 5.48). The maximum uranium concentration
reported in this reference is .9%. This observed concentration is consistent with
the maximum uranium concentration achieved in a laboratory experiment also
reported by Ref. 5.48, p.448. In this experiment the uranium concentration in the
zeolite was found to increase linearly with uranium concentration in the contacting
water, corresponding to a partition coefficient of 700, and to saturate at just under
1 % uranium in the zeolite for uranium concentration In the water above 100 ppm.
The applicability of this mechanism to Yucca Mountain Is discussed In Section
7.4.4.2, below.

7.4.3 Maximum uranium concentrations resulting from reduction zones of organic
origin

Tha highest recorded grade of uranium ore, 60% was recorded at Oklo, Gabon. The
original deposition of the uranium (over 2 billion years ago) is believed to have been
duAe to the reduction of highly concentrated organic material, but the original
organic material is no longer distinguishable as such, Smellie (Ref. 5.34, p. 19). on
the other*4and, the United States deposits with the highest concentrations a'
uranium ore enerally contain organic material (or its fossilized remains' which Is
stil Identifiable.i

Tabular deposits are of Woypes, peneconcordant (or tm Dulk) and roll-front (Ref.
5.9, p 145. The former o 4 ipJes a larger volume, butthe latter Is of higher
concetwfo. Tis differenc Ef1pcts the nature of thbcmic deposit
reqmnsible, eitrer d6racty or Indi..tV. for the reducngWA4 which caused the
urnium .liation, the roll-fron 'r-ir been more cormntrated than the

4mecorixt1ic m Neither of these type, :f febuar deposits has concentrations a
(nigh as the log type depon% I lich tiLt ,yidagas of the OwgaYic 4Mrtei, A
still recognizable.

The summary of uraniurn deposits resultg from concentrate zrganic ridt
zones has been given by Breger (Ref. 5.8)jjEt reports a 64 %lme.-r -siple I
mineral concentrations In logs primarily frorrq',ie Colorado PlAtG a ' ' 

with an average of 1.88% uranium (Ref 5.8,Up. 102-105). The Mkignp, .
concentration among these samples Is 16.5%. Other reports of maximm

/1
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concentration near 20% have been given by Hess (Ref. 5.29, p. 467) and
Chenoweth (Ref 5.15, p. 168).

The mechanism responsible for the strong deposition capability of organic matter Is
demonstrated by measurements of the partition coefficient between organic matter;
(humic material in the form of peat and lignite) and U bearing groundwater, with
values as high as 101, as reported In studies cited In Ref 5.39, p. 44; subsequent
experiments, identified in the same reference, also indicate that t is the organic
surfaces and not the humic acid In porespaces which cause the adsorption.

Detailed chemical and X-ray diffraction examination of uranium log samples shows
both crystalline and and non-crystalline material (the latter of which may be either
colloidal material or amorphous solids (Breger Ref 5.8, p. 106). It should be noted
that the crystallized mineralization usually only extends over a small fraction of the -
volume of the log. Furthermore, the uranium concentrations can vary by 2 orders
of magnitude from one side of a log to the other, particularly if the logs were
oriented perpendicular to the direction of groundwater flow during mineralization.

7.4.4 Maximum uranium concentrations which could occur beneath Yucca
Mountain

7.4.4.1 Applicability of other districts

In a study of radioactive mineral occurrences In Nevada, LJ.Garside has suggested
(Ref 5.27, p. 8) that, "charcoal carbonization of wood at the base of ash-flow tuffs
[serves) as a precipitant for uranium.' He also suggests that organic matter can
serve as a food for anaerobic bacteria producing H2S which is also an effective
uranium reductant. However, there Is no direct evidence of any uranium deposits In
tuff resulting from this mechanism, and the same reference notes that the uranium
deposits at Coaldale Prospect a low-grade Tertiary occurrence In Miocene
sedimentary rock some 200 km northwest of Yucca Mountain] are not replacement
deposits.

Although oil occurs in Nevada, it is not likely to be a reductant for dissolved
uranium at Yucca Mountain. Oil accumulations in Railroad Valley appear to have
migrated from the Chainman Shale (Ref 5.16, p. 10), and are not likely to be
duplicated at Yucca Mountain because the recent higher temperature history in that
vicinity would have decomposed any oil (Grow et.al., Ref. 5.44, p. 1298).
Therefore, the identified Nevada oil accumulations are not analogous to any known
conditions at Yucca Mountain.

With this evidence, It could be assumed that the organic deposits In Nevada are too
weak to reduce uranium to concentrations found on the Colorado Plateau, let alone
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to the much higher concentrations found at Okbo. Nevertheless, since
carbonaceous deposits of the log type do exist in Nevada at the base of ash-flow
tuffs (Ref 5.27, p. 8), and since a recognized geologic study has suggested that
they could serve as a precipitant, it will be prudent to include the possibility in this
analysis. For calculation purposes ft will be assumed that logs could exist at the
base of the tuff In Yucca Mountain (which Is approximately km below the
repository) and in the concentration which appears on the Colorado Plateau. It Is
also assumed that any distribution of logs which did occur at the base of the tuff
would not have a higher concentration than those found on the Colorado Plateau.
It Is not considered possible to have any signfficant organic accumulation wfthin the
tuff because the hot ash would have oxidized any organic material as ft was
deposited. The organic accumulations In tuff elsewhere In Nevada are attributable
to carbonaceous material that occurs beneath the layers of tuff.

Although a reducing zone in the form of organic logs is conservatively assumed to
be possible at the unconformity beneath the tuffs at Yucca Mountain, any
significant roll-front deposition In tuff must be considered to be very unlikely,
because fractures rather than Interstitial porosity are thought to control fluid flow.
In contrast, the interconnected porous grain structure sandstone provides a more
uniform permeability throughout the bulk of the rock.

7.4.4.2 Potential for uranium concentration within the tuff at Yucca Mountain

The maximum concentration of uranium which the zeolite clinoptilolite could
accumulate by the Ion-exchange mechanism from uranium-bearing groundwater at
Yucca Mountain Is most likely constrained by the maximum reported for natural
deposits which have formed by this process. These maximum concentration
occurrences include 0.5% at the Tono Mine in Japan (Ref. 5.48, pp. 445,446,
Figure 9 and Table 1), or 0.7% at the more closely analogous Northern Reese River
Valley (Ref. 5.46), or just under 1 %, the maximum observed in the laboratory using
uranium saturated water (Ref. 5.48, p. 448).

For a maximum theoretically possible value, it is possible to make a more
conservative estimate under the assumption that the uranyl Ion could replace all the
Ca ion In the clinoptilofite. Using the chemical formula for clinoptilolite,
Ko.eNao.2Ca3AI.6 Si29.2072*1.6H20, and replacing 3 Ca with 3 U02, gives a uranium
weight fraction of clinoptilolite of g, = 0.236. The following assumptions are used
to convert this weight fraction of clinoptilolite to a weight fraction of rock: (1) both
tuff and clinoptilolite have a density of approximately 2.52 g/crrP, (2) the rock
matrix Is 70 vol% clinoptilolite and 30 vol% other mineral phases, and (3) the rock
has 30 vol% porespace which Is filled with water. These assumptions give the
following volume fractions of the rock:
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ordinary clinoptilolite VaC = .7 (1 -.3) 0.49
tuff Vt .3*1-.3) = 0.21
water VW = 0.3

If R Is the ratio of the molecular weight of clinoptiiolite with calcum replaced by
uranium divided by the molecular weight of ordinary clinoptilolite (Ri- 1.245), the
overall density of the rock, with Ca replaced by U02 and including water, Is

PR = 22(RvO+vt)+vw = 2.37

The weight and volume fractions of U02 can then be computed from
Wuo2 = gRpWvO/pR = .149
Vao2 W 2PR/pu2 = .032,

where Pu2 Is the density of U02 = 10.96 g/cm' and pa, is the density of
clinoptilolite = 2.52 g1cm'

Figure 7.5-1 shows that this-volume fraction of UO2 gives a k. less than 0.88, so It
- is impossible to form a critical mass from zeolite in tuff, even if all the Ca is

replaced by commercial SNF UO2 from uranium bearing groundwater.

7.4.4.3 Potential uranium concentrations from reducing environments at the
bottom of the tuff at Yucca Mountain

For purposes of estimating required critical mass (or radius) the nominal value of
the uranium concentration which could be precipitated by an organic reducing zone
beneath the repository could be conservatively estimated by the maximum
concentration of uranium in the logs of the Colorado Plateau, which has been given
in Section 7.4.3 as 20%. However, as an extra measure of conservatism, the
MCNP analyses will be conducted over a range of values from this maximum lo the
worldwide peak concentration observed at Oklo, 60%.

7.6 Minimum critical mass/radius at Yucca Mountain

The critical mass calculation results presented in this section are described in detail
in Ref. 5.43.

A set of 10 uranium/water concentrations in tuff was evaluated to determine the
minimum critical mass/radius spheres. This set represented 3 SNF types, chosen to
represent the 2%, 4%, and 13% most stressing fuel with respect to.fissile content.
For each of these fuel types, the analysis was a two step process. First the most
critical volume % U02 (highest k.) was determined for a family of water
concentrations calculating k, using MCNP, for a range of U02 volume %. The .
values for one fuel type PWR, 3% initial enrichment, 20 GWd/MTU) are shown in
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Figure 7.5-1. it should be noted that the water concentrations in this figure are
expressed as a volume percent of the tuff water mixture without uranium (for
convenience of analysis in Ref. 5.43 from which the figure is taken), while the U0 2 -
concentrations are expressed as a volume percent of the total rock (including the
U0 2).J

The second step is to calculate the k, again using MCNP, for a range of radii, and
interpolate to determine the critical radius, at which the value of kff is equal to the
criticality threshold. The most appropriate value of criticality threshold ken was 1-
(bias and uncertainty of the computational process) - (twice standard deviation of
the specific Monte Carlo calculation). For these cases, the bias and uncertainty is
lower than the usual value because it refers to the fissile content only. This is
because we have made the conservative assumption that none of the neutron
absorbers from the SNF are In the uranium-bearing groundwater from the
repository, either having been removed from the SNF matrix much earlier than the
fissile nuclides, or having remained In the matrix after removal of the fissile
material. This process is illustrated in Figure 7.6-2, for the UO2 concentration

- giving the highest peak k. for the family of water concentrations in Figure 7.5-1.
Both figures are from Ref. 5.43.

The details of the calculations are given in Ref. 5.43. The results are summarized
by the following table.
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Table 7.6-1 Representative SNF/environment configurations and resulting spherical
critical masses

SNF enrich Fissile % U02 vol H20 vol U02 wt H20 wt Critical
& burnup of SNF* % In % In % In % In rock mass
(GWd/MTU) rock rock rockt (MTU)*

3%, 20 1.94 18.5 38.3 68 11 1.6

3%, 20 1.94 8 43.2 35 17 10.1

3%, 20 1.94 17 33.2 54 9.6 2.50

3%, 20 1.94 8 36.8 33 14 10.1

3%, 20 1.94 15 25.5 48 7.5 6.5

3%, 20 1.94 10 27.0 37 9.1 7.4

3%, 20 1.94 8 27.6 32 10 18.0

3%, 20 1.94 11.6 17.7 39 5.5 56.2

3.5%, 30 1.87 14 25.8 46 7.8 11.1

4.0%, 40 1.82 16 25.6 48 7.5 30.9

0@
nhese values correspond to those given in Ref. b.43, Section B.

These values are higher than those which would be computed from table 4.1-1,
and which were used in Section 7.3, because they were derived under worst
case reactor burn conditions, as contrasted with average reactor bum
conditions used to develop the CDB data.
The UO2 wt % is computed from the volume percents by the formula
10.96U,/fl1 0.96U,,, +Wv + 2.52T,%), and the water wt% in a similar manner,
where Uv. is the volume percent of U02,Wv% is the volume percent of water
and T,,; Is the volume percent of tuff.

.
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Far-Field External Criticality Analysis
3.0% 20 GWD/MT U02 In TufflWater
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FIGURE 7.5-1

Note: Error bars were not plotted if the 26 value was smaller than the data point
marker.

Far-Field External Criticality Analysis
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7.6 Upper bound on the Probability of Assembling a Critical Mass

The methodology described in this section is based on the assumption that the
mass provided by a single log wll be Insufficient for criticality. The validity of this
assumption Is demonstrated In Section 7.6.2, below. Because of this insufficiency,
any reducing zone capable of adsorbing a critical mass will have to be built from a
juxtaposition of logs.

7.6.1 Methodology

The upper bound for the probability of the groundwater from a single waste
package precipitating Into a critical mass is determined by combining two
independent probabilities, according to the following formula

Pr{critical precip per pkg) Pr(log)Pr{clusterilog),

where Prolog) is the probability of the repository effluent encountering a carbonized
- log, and Pr{clusterIlog} is the probability that the log is part of a cluster of

sufficient size to precipitate a critical mass. The required cluster size, or mass, is
inversely proportional to the fissile content of the fuel in the waste package which
served as the source of the groundwater flow, and is also Inversely proportional to
the uranium and water concentrations, as Indicated in the resuks of the previous
section (Table 7.5-1).

The total probability of criticality is obtained by multiplying Pr(critical precip per
pkg} by the number of waste packages having sufficient fissile percentage to
produce a criticality with the cluster size associated with the corresponding
Pr(cluster I log).

The next two sections describe the computation of Pr(clusterIlog) and of Pr{log).

7.6.2 Probability of reducing material, Pr{clusterIlog)

This section is a summary of the data analysis and calculations described in
Attachment II.

The concentrations of uranium required for criticality can be modeled by the
juxtaposition of logs onto a circle through the cross section of the critical mass
sphere, to achieve the specified critical mass (upwards of metric ton U0 2). The
probability of such random juxtapositions Is built from the probability distributions
of log length and of uranium concentration within the log.

In this model, three log parameters are generated from specific distributions: log
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length, potential concentration of uranium, and log radius. For the distribution of
log lengths, the analysis of Attachment liI shows a negative exponential distribution
with a floor of 3.0 meters and a decay length of 4.6 meters.

Based on analysis of 3 data sources in Attachment II, a uniform distribution
between 1 % and 21.5% is used for potential uranium concentration

f,(x) 1/(x2-xl) for x1 <x<x2

where x Is expressed as a fraction (instead of a percent) to correspond to the actual
mathematics of calculation used in the program listing below, and the constant
values are x1=0.01, x2=0.215. This distribution gives an average ore grade
(U 3 08 concentration) of 1 1.25%.

It should be noted that for the highest concentration in this distribution, 21.5wt%
(4.3 vol% assuming 47 vol% water in the remaining rock, or 4.6 vol% assuming
40 vol% water In the remaining rock), k.<0.9, as can be seen from Figure 7.5-1,
so there is no possibility of criticality of any size log of this concentration. It Is still
necessary, however, to consider the juxtaposition of logs as representing the
possibility of higher concentrations, even though no single log could reach such
high concentrations. The juxtaposition of material presumes the organic material In
multiple logs is chemically concentrated. The concentration of organic material
provides a concentrated reducing zone with the capability of producing uranium
concentrations higher than possible with individual logs.

Although no geological analogs for such an organic reducing zone concentration
process exist in the United States, It is thought that some highly concenrated
organic reducing zone was responsible for the highest uranium concentrations
observed at Oklo (up to 60%, Ref. 5.34, p. 20). In the absence of a geochemical
model of the transformations which would be required for such a concentration
process, the probabilistic/analog analysis Is offered as a very conservative estimate
of the actual risk. The probabilities of occurrence of the actual physical and
chemical processes are currently unknown. Because of the lack of direct
observations of the actual occurrence of such processes, any associated
probabilities are assumed to be quite small.

For the distribution of log radii, the smallest of 4 diameters cited by Hess (Ref 5.29,
pg 467), 16 Inches, which translates Into a radius of 20 cm, is used as the lower
limit. The distribution Is taken to be triangular with peak at this lower limit, based
on anecdotal information from those who have seen the logs (e.g. Ref. 6.4i) and
the assumption that only the few largest logs are of sufficient interest to be
reported In the literature. Since the probability density of a triangular decreases to
zero at the upper limit, this upper limit Is taken to be well above radius
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corresponding to the maximum observed diameter, 4 feet (61 cm radius) given by
Hess. This distribution is a conservative model because the Hess article is primarily
interested In reporting the largest ore concentrations, which would correspond to
the largest logs. This conservative designation for the model Is also consistent with
the Chenoweth (Ref. 5.1 6, pg 186) statement cited above that the largest log
diameter Is 1 meter. The pdf for the resulting triangular distribution is

fr) = 2(r12-r)/(r12-rdl) 2 for rl <r<rl2

where ri1 =0.20 meter, r2=0.80 meter.

As a worst case, the potential for criticality of the largest log can be estimated
under the further conservative approximation that it contain the maximum possible
uranium concentration, 21.5 wt%. It was already shown, above, that k<0.9;
however, It Is of Interest to evaluate k~f for this case. For 4.6 vol% U02, with the
remaining rock being 40 vol% water and 60 vol% tuff, kff = 0.79 (Ref. 6.43).

L9d The methodology can now be summarized by an algorithm stated as follows: (1)
Determine a critical mass - critical radius pair from the set generated in Ref. 5.43,
and apply the adjustment factors 0.325 and 0.686, respectively, as a measure of
conservatism to account for the neutron contribution of the portions of the logs
falling outside the critical sphere; (2) Select the three random parameters for a
sample log from the appropriate distributions as described above (log length, log
radius, uranium wt%); (3) Calculate the contributed mass for this log from Eq (2),
above and accumulate the sum of the masses of overlapping logs thus far; (4)
Multiply the accumulated probability by the value for this log as computed from Eq !

(1) of Attachment II, using the uncorrected sphere radius; (5) If the accumulated
mass is greater than the required critical mass, and the calculation and report the
remaining probability, otherwise repeat steps (2) through (5) for the next log. This
algorithm Is repeated, starting with step 1, for each critical mass - critical radius
pair In the set generated in Ref. 5.43.
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Table 7.6-1 Upper bound of probabilities of log clusters which could be capable
nrecinitatina a uranium concentration sufficient for criticalitv

of
_________--iX_ _._..,,_ ._.,,_,._ . . _-. .- ,_._, .,,-_,_. ,..__- .

Fissile % U0 2 glCm3 H10 Critical Critical mass Pr{clusterjlog)
gfcm radius i)t (metric ton) t *

1.94 2.03 0.383 0.494 0.520 1.58xl0 4

1.94 0.877 0.432 0.961 3.283 3.71x10"1

1.94 1.86 0.332 0.470 0.813 9.63x107

1.94 0.877 0.368 0.961 3.283 8.31x10-"

1.94 1.64 0.255 0.673 2.112 1.62x10 Ah

1.94 1.1.0 0.270 0.803 2.405 1.43x10 10

1.94 0.877 0.276 1.167 6.850 1.62x1 0-2

1.94 1.27 0.177 1.496 17.940 1.03x10 a 7

1.87 1.63 0.258 0.824 3.608 4.7xI -1c

1.82 1.64 .255 1.133 10.042 7.18x10
'N-;

t

1*

1his column is simply the vol'W water of T able I.b-1 divided by I OU.
These columns computed in Attachment 11 as adjustments from the values In
Ref. 5.43. The critical mass Is, therefore, adjusted from the values given In
Table 7.5-1
The arithmetic means from Attachment II have been used for conservatism.

7.6.3 Probability of encountering a log, Pr(log)

The calculations of this section are based on the possible analogy between the
planar distribution of logs observed on the Colorado Plateau and logs which could
be distributed somewhere at the base of the tuff beneath Yucca Mountain.

Since there are no statistics on logs at the base of the ash-flow tuff of Yucca
Mountain, there is no direct way to estimate Prolog). A very conservative upper
bound can, however, be developed from statistics of the log occurrences on the
Colorado Plateau, according to the formula

Prlog) = (Area occupied by logs)A(Area of sample space),

where the sample space is the area which has been investigated for logs. The
analysis starts with the 84 logs counted In the 87,000 m2 orebody described by
Fischer (Ref. 5.28). Using the triangular distribution of log radii given above, the
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average radius can be calculated as 40 cm so that the average diameter is 80 cm.
Using the negative exponential distribution of log lengths given above, an average
of 7.6 meters Is calculated. The total cross-section area of 84 logs lying
horizontally is 511 IM2 . The question is what larger area (or sample space) this
represents.

Chenoweth (Ref 6.41) has estimated that the geologic formation of the Colorado
Plateau in which the logs are found occupies 1 00 square miles (2850 km2). He
has also estimated that there are 165 orebodies similar to the one mapped by
Fischer in this area. Since these orebodies have not been mapped for log
occurrences, the best estimate of the total log area In this 2850 km2 sample space
would be to simply multiply the 511 m2 of the Fischer orebody by 165, giving a
total log area of 84,000 M2 . This analysis Is equivalent to the assumption that the
sample space for the distribution of organic deposits (to be found at the base of the
tuff under Yucca MountafnJ is the entire geologic formation containing log deposits
In orebodies on the Colorado Plateau.

An alternative, and more conservative, Interpretation would be that the identified
orebodies do not represent all the occurrences of logs, only those which would be
mineralized. To be mineralized, the organic log must not only exist, it must also be
contacted by a uranium-bearing groundwater. Since there Is no way to estimate
the number of unmineralized logs In the large sample space identified by
Chenoweth, the alternative is to use a smaller sample space. This can be defined
by examining a map of orebodies in a buried river channel given In Thamm et. al.
(Ref 6.31, p. 50) which shows the orebodies to be occupying approximately 7% of
the riverbed. Since the entire river channel was probably exposed to the same
uranium-bearing groundwater, all Identified orebodies should represent all the
organic matter present. Hence the area of this smaller, more conservative, sample
space could be estimated by dividing the area of the orebody by .07. Thi analysis
is equivalent to the assumption that the sample space for the distribution of organic
deposits (to be found at the base of the tuff under Yucca Mountain) is a typical
burled river channel found on the Colorado Plateau and diagrammed In Ref. 5. 3 1,
and that such a burled river channel exists at the base of the tuff beneath Yucca
Mountain.
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The results for the two alternative Interpretations are given in the following table.

TAMAI 7.-9- Altarnative estimatins of nrobabllitv of encounterino a loa

Sample Space Area of sample Total log area in Prilog)
space km2) sample space (M2)

Underground river 1.24* 511 4.1x104

channel

Geologic 2850 84,000 2.9xl 1
formation

* Calculated from Ref 6.31, figure 16.

7.6.4 Calculation of expected number of criticalitles

The expected number of criticalities is the product of three factors:
* The number of waste packages with sufficient fissile content to provide a

source for a reducing zone
* The probability of the stream from a single waste package encountering a

reducing zone, Pr{log)
* The probability of the reducing being of sufficient size to remove a critical

mass, PriclusterIlog)

The number of waste packages for each criticality threshold is determined from the
tabulation of percentiles of number of PWR assemblies having greater than a
specified k given in Ref. 5.10, where the klq is calculated as a function of
enrichment and burnup according to the procedure also given in that reference.
The results are given in the following table.

Table 7.6-3 Percentile of SNF having less fissile % than stated value

% enrichment, % Fissile Ic. Fissile content
bumup (GWd/MTU) percentile

3.0%, 20 1.94 1.13 98

3.56, 30 1.87 1.08 96

4.0%, 40 1.82 1.04 87

Using the expected total of 12,000 waste packages of commercial SNF Ref.
5.49), and making the conservative assumption that the packages are loaded
homogeneously (so that all the high fissfie fuel is grouped together), the number of
packages having higher fissile content (or higher k) than the indicated values can
be estimated by multiplying the total number of waste packages by the complement
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of the percentile in the above table, and dividing by 100.

For Prolog) the conservative alternative from Table 7.6-2, 4.1 xl O is used. For
Pr(clusterl log) the values from Table 7.6-1 are used, except that the cases which
require a high volume % water should have the probabilities of Table 7.6-1
multiplied by the probability of finding such a high porosity In the saturated zone.
From Table 7.5-1 it Is seen that the first 4 cases all require more than 30 vol%
water (which is equivalent to porosity In the saturated zone). From Table 7.6-1 It is
seen that the first and third cases will be the only ones contributing significantly to
total probability. These cases require 38.3 and 33.2 percent porosity, respectively.
From Figure 4.1-1 it Is seen that the probabilities of having such high porosities are
.01 and .23, respectively. Multiplying by the corresponding probabilities in Table
7.6-1 and adding gives 1 .8x106 for the porosity adjusted PriciusterIlog).

Although only the first and third cases of Table 7.6-1 can contribute significantly to
the overall expected number of criticalities, it is still useful to present the results for
the last 2 cases which represent different fuel characteristics, and a lower fissile
content. These cases do not need to be porosity adjusted because they have
porosities of less than 26%, which can be found in over 90% of the rock.

Table 7.6-4 Summary of upper bound for probability of criticality as a function of
fissile content

% fissile Number pkgs Prfclusterllog) Expected criticalities
with more fissile

1.94* 240 1 .8x104 1.8x1 0-7

1.87* 480 4.70x10`8 9.2x1011

1.82* 1560 7.1 8x104 8 4.6x104
* From Table 7.6-1
* Porosity adjusted as described above

7.6.5 Adjustment for critical masses greater than a single waste package

For those cases with required critical mass significantly greater than 10 tons (the
contents of 1 waste package) some focusing from 2 or more waste packages
would be necessary. There are two mechanisms for such focusing: (1) Random
fractures which accidentally happen to channel the flow in a concentrating
direction, and (2) highly permeable rock which acts as an attractor for groundwater
streamlines. This section provides a simplified analysis of the first mechanism. It
should be noted that this section stands alone, and is for illustrative purposes only,
so that If future investigations indicate a significant potential for the second
mechanism, the validity of other sections of this document will not be affected, and
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the conclusions will remain unchanged.

which would decrease the probability by multiplying by a factor less than the ratio
of the critical sphere cross section area divided by the repository area enclosing the
required number of waste packages, which could be quite a small factor If the
design basis waste packages are distributed throughout the repository. There are
four cases in Table 7.5-1 which require significantly more than 10 tons of uranium,
but this correction has not been applied because the Initial calculation showed the
probability to be incredibly small. t should be noted that groundwater focusing
does occur naturally, but rarely, as the source of artesian springs being at the focus
of a large catchment area.

It is, nevertheless, useful to estimate the per-package multiplicative factor. At 80
MTUl/acre, the average area per waste package Is 493 sq meters; a typical critical
sphere radius from Table 7.6-1 Is 1 meter, so the reduction factor would be n/493
= 0.006.

- It should be noted that a realistic analysis of the groundwater flow In the saturated
zone from a single waste package indicates a dilution of such magnitude that even
the smallest critical mass requirements of Table 7.6-1 would require more than one
package. The following simplified analysis indicates the magnitude of the
dispersion.

It is conservatively assumed that the groundwater which has passed through a
waste package flows vertically downward through the unsaturated zone with no
lateral dispersion. In the saturated zone the flow follows the fluid potential gradient
with a dispersion approximated by Equation 7.6-5 of Ref S.18 which gives the
concentration as a function of vertical distance below the water table, z, distance
from the plume centerline, y, and downstream distance, x,

C(x,y,z) = (2Q/u)exp-y 2 /l4DIx/u)-z2/4Dlx/u)])/[4n4l(D.D) (x/u)l,

where Q is the mass flux from a point source, u Is the groundwater velocity, 4 is
the porosity, and D. and D, are the diffusion coefficients in the y and z directions
and are modeled by

Di,= fxu, Dz = 13xu

Conservatively assuming y=O, the concentration will peak at a downstream
distance of x = zsqrt(1 /)/2.

The remaining parameters are modeled as follows:
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* = V5 Iu, Q= CWVUA, where A is the waste package footprint, and the subscripts
Indicate the zone to which the parameters apply, which reduces the concentration
formula to

C/C,a = 4V5.Asqrt(M3)exp(-1)/[Vz 2 l

Generally, V, /z<VP, N0.1, and for any appreciable distance below the water
table A< <zz, so the concentration of uranium from a waste package will be diluted
by at least a few orders of magnitude by the time it has moved a few hundred
meters below the water table (top of the saturated zone).

Since the smallest critical mass found in this study Is 16% of a waste package (1.6
tons required for the smallest critical mass out of approximately 10 tons uranium In
the whole waste package), this dilution Implies that the streams from a number of-
waste packages would have to be combined to deposit a single critical mass. Since
the probabilities calculated without this correction are already very small, the
correction was not quantified further or applied.

7.7 Increase In radionuclide Inventory

This section provides a conservative estimate of the maximum possible Increase In
radionuclide Inventory which could result from an external criticality, in the very
unlikely event that such a criticality did occur. The estimate is based only on a
worst case geologic analog, since there is insufficient information on the range of
specific parameters of such a reactor to enable the use of a reactor depletion code.
The simplified analysis of this section Is for illustrative purposes only, and any
question regarding Its assumptions or methods should not effect any other sections
of this document or the conclusions.

The increase In radionuclide inventory due to a criticality is generally proportional to
the bumup. This, In turn, Is generally proportional to the reduction in fissile
content. For an external criticality the reduction In fissile content will be shown
below to be conservatively bounded by the difference between 1.94% and 1.37%.
The Oklo reactors existed m2 billion years ago, at which time the natural enrichment
would have been 3.68% (Ref. 5.34, p. 20). What is now observed as the present
minimum enrichment of 0.265% (depleted with respect to the present normal
0.71 1%), would have been (3.68 %/0.711 %)10.265% = 1.37% at 2 billion years
ago. It is assumed that an external criticality which could be started with the
1.94% fissile content of the highest 2% of commercial SNF would burn down no
further than a fissile content of 1.37%. This is an extremely conservative
assumption, since Table 7.6-1 shows very large critical mass required for fissile
content as high as 1.82%, indicating that a criticality In the Yucca Mountain
environment could not be sustained for a fissile content much below that number.
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It Is assumed that the increment of bumup provided by the external criticality is
proportional to the reduction In fissile content of the fuel. The maximum reduction
In fissile content for the presumed external criticality Is 1.94-1.37, which compares
with the reduction in fissile content to produce the 3%, 2OGWdlMTU SNF in the
first place 3.00-1.94). The ratio of e(temal criticality bumup to initial In-reactor
burnup Is 0.57/1.06 = .54, or 64%. This is much larger than the 4% burnup
increment for a waste package criticality found In Ref. 6.50, because that SNF
reactor duration was limited by the expected maximum period of increased
infiltration rate (10,000 years), whereas In the saturated zone the Increased water
concentration can be presumed to last ndefinitely, with the principal shutoff
mechanism being depletion of fissile material or buildup of neutron absorbers.

It Is further assumed that the Increase n radionuclide Inventory Is proportional to
the Increment of burnup. From Table 7.6-4 It Is seen that the design basis fuel
(1.94% fissile content) has by far the largest contribution to expected number of
criticalities. Since this first line of the table represents only 2% of the waste
packages, and since any criticality can only Increase the already existing
radionuclide inventory of an Individual waste package by 54%, the total
radionuclide Inventory In the repository can only be increased by 1% (64% of 2%).
When multiplied by the very small probability of this event in the first place, the
contribution to radionuclide Inventory risk is negligible.

7.8 Possibility of autocatalytic criticality

Autocatalytic criticality Is broadly defined to Include any Increase in kff as water Is
driven from a critical mass. To determine the circumstances under which this can
occur, kf is calculated for a sequence of configurations having the same fissile 
concentration and the same porosity, but with decreasing percentages of water in
the porespace.

Autocatalytic criticality can occur In an overmoderated system. Overmoderation
occurs when the concentration is far in excess of the amount needed as moderator
to thermalize the neutron spectrum. Once the moderator increases beyond what is
strictly necessary to slow down most of the neutrons to thermal, any additional
moderator will produce no reactivity Increasing benefit. In fact, If the moderator is
also a neutron absorber, like water, then an Increase In concentration beyond the
point of optimum moderation will reduce kef. The corollary to this behavior Is that
in an overmoderated condition the removal of water may Increase k.

The possibility of autocatalytic criticality. for highly enriched fissile material
(plutonium or highly enriched uranium, HEU) has been suggested by Bowman (Ref
5.35) and verified by Kastenberg et. al.(Ref 5.4). This section will show that any
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autocatalytic criticality which did occur in commercial SNF would be very weak,
because of the low fissile content (very low enriched uranium, VLEU).

To examine the question of autcatalytic criticality for VLEU, kof is calculated for a
sequence of water concentrations In a rock having 8%, by volume, of U02 resulting
from the decay (3 9Pu to 23U) of SNF having a bumup of 20 GWdIMTU, and having
had an initial enrichment of 3%. The rock also has a voidspace (fractures plus
pores) of 43.2%, with the remaining 48.8% being typical of the tuff beneath Yucca
Mountain. These conditions were chosen because they are representative of the
most stressing with respect to criticality.

Starting with the voidspace fully occupied by water, a sequence of steps reduces
the water concentration while maintaining the same voldspace, uranium
concentration, and tuff. The resulting k. and k., (for a 150 cm radius sphere)
curves as a function of water concentration are shown In Figure 7.8-1; the details
of these calculations are provided in Ref. 5.43.

From this figure, it Is seen that, starting from the highest water concentration,
decreasing the water will increase k until a peak is reached, beyond which
continued decrease of water concentration will be loss of vitally needed moderator,
and its loss will reduce k (both kff and i). As would be expected, the effect is
much stronger for k. than for kff. However, the practical effect of such a limited
autocatalytic criticality Is likely to be insignificant for the following reasons:

* Any power pulse which could rapidly reduce the water concentration would be
likely to carry the reduction beyond the peak to the positive sloping region
where continued water loss will reduce k.f, and shut the reaction down.
The 150 cm sphere shows only a very weak effect which would hardly exist if
the threshold for criticality were kff -1, rather than the lower value, 0.986
which is used to reflect bias and uncertainty.

The very limited autocatalytic criticality shown in Figure 7.8-1 differs from the
stronger effect shown In Kastenberg et. al. (Ref 5.4) primarily because of te lower
enrichment, or fissile content. In fact if the curves for the change in k. of figure 3
of Ref 5.4 are projected to the .02 enrichment level, they cross the k. = line so
there would be no effect at all. The only reason that Figure 7.8-1 shows an
autocatalytic criticality effect at all is that it starts with a very high porespace, or
water concentration, of 0.43 glcm2 . By comparison, Figure 3 of Ref. 5.4 shows
only curves for initial water concentrations of 0.1 g/cm9 and 0.2 g/cms; If the trend
of increasing k. with increasing initial water density were continued, a curve for
0.43g/cm3 using the Kastenberg methodology would show the effect seen in Figure
7.8-1 of this document.
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8. Conclusions

In compliance with the M&O Quality Administrative Procedures, the design results
presented In this document should not be used for procurement, fabrication, or
construction unless properly identified, tracked as TBV, and controlled by the
appropriate procedures.

The purpose of this analysis was to evaluate the criticality potential of the
repository far-fidid environment when contacted by a uranium-bearing groundwater
stream. As a result of the calculations performed In this analysis, it can be
concluded that:

* The only feasible mechanism for concentrating a critical mass of commercial
SNF uranium Is for uranium-bearing groundwater to contact a reducing zone of
significant size; the strongest reducing zones for the concentration of uranium
have been the accumulation of organic material; the only place In the tuff
beneath Yucca Mountain where such an accumulation of organic material could
occur Is at the base of the tuff.

* The probability of collecting a local concentration of organic material large
enough to precipitate a critical mass of VLEU is very small.

* While there is significant potential for adsorption of uranium from groundwater
by zeolites of the type found in abundance at Yucca Mountain, the maximum
concentration achievable from such adsorption would be far below that
necessary for criticality in commercial SNF. Furthermore, it can be concluded
that the extensive zeolite layers will remove a major fraction of the uranium
from any groundwater stream from the repository, thereby reducing the amount
of uranium reaching any organic reducing zones and providing an additional
measure of conservatism for the evaluation of those reducing zones given In
this document.

* This study has been unable to Identify any other mechanisms for uranium
concentration which could possibly produce a high enough concentration to
produce criticality In commercial SNF. It is unlikely that such a mechanism will
be found, since there Is only one known natural concentration of uranium which
is sufficiently high to produce criticality (60% at Oklo).

* There Is a possibility of autocatalytic criticality {positive feedback) from
overmoderation, In the very low probability that such a criticality could occur in
the first place. However, the high water concentration required Is very unlikely,
and If such a autocatalytic criticality did occur, the system would quickly lose
enough water to move into a negative feedback regime and shut down the
criticality.
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From the results of this analysis It is recommended that future studies should:

• Determine the geochemistry of the invert and analyze the potential for
-precipitation of a critical mass.

* Perform an in-depth screening of geochemical processes and geologic scenarios
to identify any which could produce a sufficiently concentrated reducing zone in
tuft (either organic or otherwise) to precipitate a critical mass of commercial
SNF uranium VLEU).

* Evaluate the potential for external criticality for highly enriched DOE owned
SNF.
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Details of the decay/removal calculation

This attachment consists of three programs with source code, input file, and output
file for each. These programs simplify the SNF components to three isotopes of
greatest concern for long-term external criticality: 239pu, 23U, and 2U, and
compute the remaining amounts of each as a function of time for a range of
removal rate process parameters. The programs also include the decay of 39Pu
into 235U. These programs provide the details of the calculations summarized in
Section 7.3 of the main document.

The following program is used for the cases of approximation A of Section 7.3.
Source Code 1Rcs\temp\richstat.c 5/23/96

/* richatat.c Program to remove fissile material from NF in a waste
package while decaying the Pu239 to U235. Program reads input
of 6 parameters per line/case (max ppm u, max ppm Pu, mm/yr infiltration,
initial kg U35, initial kg Pu239, initial kg U238) from the
input file richstat.in* until the file is exhausted. For each case
the components 7238, U235, and Pu239 are decremented until one of them
is exhausted. This program also does the following:
(1) Determines the maximum and minimum
effective fissile percent and prints the concentrations and time at
which the maximum and minimum occur; (2) Prints a set of halfway
statistics when the fissile content is half the initial value, if
such a condition occurs before one of the nuclide species is exhausted.
In addition to these special points, the program prints the starting
and ending values of concentration and effective enrichment. This
version of the program accounts Pu239 the same as U235. An alternate
version (richsta.c) implements a factor of 1.25 multiplying the
Pu239 concentration to account for the extra neutron efficiency which
can occur under some circumstances.*/

#include stdio.h>
#include cstdlib.h:'

void main()
(int year,//Counts time in intervals of 1000 years

yearmax,yearmin,//Times (in 10oo years) of max and min eenr occur
yearhalf, //Year at which the fissile content is half the starting value
foundhalfi//Zndicator of whether a half fisile has occured by the time

//one of the species is depleted, for this case.
float mu238, //Current mass of 238 kg (decremented at each iteration)

mu235, //Current mass of U1235
oldmu235,//Temporary value for consistency in updating
mp239, //Current mass of Pu239
maxu,maxp,//Solubilities of u and Pu, ppm
infl,//Infiltration rate, mm/yr.
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pkgarea=6.46,//Horizontal cross section in sq meters
volflow,/|Vertical volumetric flow rate through a waste package, m3/yr.
pdr-l/24.4,//Pu decay rate, per 1000 yrs
fissile, //Plutonium plus U235
mtotal, //Total of all three isotopes (fissile+U238)
eenr,//Effective enrichment (fissile/mtotal)
eenrmax,pumax,u238max,u235max,//maximum effective enrichment and

//associated mass parameters
eenrmin,pumin,u238minu235min,//minimum effective enrichment and

//associated mass parameters
eenrhalf,puhalf,u23Ehalf,u235half,//parameters associated with the

/JSO fissile depletion point
eenrstart,pustart,u238start,u235start//Initial values

FILE *fin,*fout;
finufopen(richstat.ins,"r")g
foutfopen("richstat.outH,Nw%)t
while(fscanf(fin,"tf %f f f f f",

&maxu,amaxp,Linfl,&mu235,&mp239,Lmu238)1-EOF)//read parameters and
//initial values for this case

(volflowminfl*pkgarea*.OOl//compute volumetric flow m3/yr
fprintf(fout,'\n\nMax U ppmmIS.3f Max P ppm-t8.3f rm/yr-t7.f\n',

maxu,maxp,infl)1//print parameter value header for this case
fprintf fout, I6stl2stl2stl2stl2s\nU, Time","U238 kg","U235 kg",

OPu239 kg","eff enrchw);//print column headings for this case
year=01 //Initialize starting time for this case
foundhalf-0; //Start with no halfway point for this case
yearmax-yearminnot//Initialize max and mn times to start
pustartpumax-puminmp239//Initialize mass values to starting values
u238startmu238max-u238minmmu238;
u23Sstartu23Smaxmu235minmu235;
fissilesmu235+mp239i//coqpute initial fissile
mtotal-fissile+mu238,//compute initial total mass
eenrstartmfissile/mtotal;//compute initial effective enrichment
eenrmax-eenrminueenrstart;//initialize max and mn of eenr
while((mu235>0)&&(mp2390))//Loop until one of the fissile is depeleted

(fissilemu235+mp239; //Update fissile
mtotal.-fissile+mu238i//Update mtotal minus adjustment to fissile
een-fissile/mtotals //Update effective enrichment
oldmu235mu235; //Compute temporary mass for update consistency
if(eenreeenrmax) /update maximum eenr point if appropriate

{eenrmax-eenrz
yearmax.year;
u238max.mu238;
u23Smaxamu235;
pumaxump239;)

else if(eenrceenrmin) //Update mn eenr point if appropriate
(eenrminmeenr;
yearmin.year;
u23sminsm238;
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u23imin=mu235;
puminump239;)

if (foimdhalfm-O) && fissile. S*(u235start+pustart)))
(foundhalf-l;//Test for halfway point and update a appropriate
yearhalfoyear;
puhalfmp239;
u235half-mu235;
u236half=mu236;
eenrhalf-eenr,)

//The next 3 lines are the basic updating equations for each iteration
mu235umu235-volflowimaxu*u235/(mu235+mu238)+pr*mp239*235/239;
mp239 -- pdr*mp239+volflow*maXpJ
mu238 volflow*maxu=*mu238/ (oldmu235+mu238);
year++;)

fprintf(fout,"%6dtl2.3f%12.3f12 .3f12 .6f*12s\nm,
o,u238start,u235start,pustart, eenrstart tatart")t

fprintf(fout, %6d%12.3f%12 .3f%12.3f%12 .Cf%12\nm,
yearml2,u238min,u23Smin,pumin,eenrmin, Kin");

if(foundhalf.ul)fprintf(fout, t"6d%12.3f%12.3ftl2.3f£12.6f%12s\nw,
yearhalfu238halfu23Shalfpuaif,eenrhalf, Nalfm);

fprintf(fout, %6d%12.3f%12.3f%12.3f12.6ftl2s\n',
yearmax, u238max,u235max,pumax,eenrmax,"Max");

fprintf(fout,"%6d%12.3ftl2.3f%12.3f%12.6f%12s\no,
year,mu238,mu235,mp239,eenrEnds) ;})

Input file ct\ten\richstat.inw (ith-collmn headings added for
clarity)
The run consists of 10 cases, the first 5 for the design basis fuel 3%
initial enrichment and 20 GWd/MT), and the second five for 4 initial
enrichment and 40 Gwd/MTM. The difference between the two fuel types is
reflected by the different initial quantities of the 3 principal isotopes,
mu235, mp239, mu238. The five cases for each fuel type differ by the maximum
uranium solubility, maxu, which determines the uranium removal rate, since the
removal process is solubility limited (also called flux limited). The olumn
headings have been added for clarity; they are not present in the actual file.

maxu maxp infl mu235 mp239 =u238
120 .12 10 126.9 44.2 9314.3
150 .12 10 126.8 44.2 9314.3
200 .12 10 126.8 44.2 9314.3
1200 .12 10 126.8 44.2 9314.3
2400 .12 10 126.8 44.2 9314.3
120 .12 10 94.4 61.8 8905
150 .12 10 94.4 61.8 8905
200 .12 10 94.4 61.8 8905
1200 .12 10 94.4 61.8 9905
2400 .12 10 94.4 61.8 8905
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Output file sCt\teMp\richstat.out'

Attachment I

Max U ppm- 12'0.000
Time U23 kg

0 9314.300
130 '8323.798
0 9314.300

131 8316.185

Max U ppm- 150.000
Time U23 kg

0 9314.300
130 8076.199
17 9151.986

131 B066.683

Max U ppm- 200.000
Time U238 kg

0 9314.300
130 7663.542
35 8869.135
131 7650.855

Max V ppm=1200.000
Time U238 kg

0 9314.300
0 9314.300

65 4360.086
122 2S.602
123 -50.399

Max U ppm.2400.000
Time U238 kg

0 9314.300.
0 9314.300

35 3974.575
61 22.779
62 -127.876

Max U ppm- 120.000
Time U238 kg

0 8905.000
138 7852.351
9 8836.031

139 7844.731

Max P ppm-
U235 kg
126.800
152.002
126.800
151.864

Max P ppm-
U23 kg
126.800
147.66B
146.474
147.494

Max P ppm-
U23 kg
126.800
140.426
153.056
140.193

Max P ppm-
U235 kg
126.800
126.800
82.491
0.512
-1.004

Max P ppm-
U235 kg
126.800
126.800
73.415
0.663
-3.590

Max P ppm-
23 kg
94.400

136.981
112.658
136.849

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0

Pu239 kg eff enrch
44.200 0.018028
0.003 0.017934

44.200 0.018028
-0.004 0.017934

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0
Pu239 kg eff enxch

44.200 0.018028
0.003 0.017956

21.604 0.018034
-0.004 0.017956

0.120 mm/yr- 10.0
Pu239 kg eff enrch

44.200 0.01E028
0.003 0.017995
10.072 0.018061
-0.004 0.017995

0.120 mm/yr- 10.0
Pu239 kg eff enrch

44.200 0.01B028
44.200 0.018028
2.735 0.019172
0.080 0.022598
0.069 0.022598

0.120 mm/yr- 10.0
Pu239 kg eff enrch

44.200 0.018028
44.200 0.018028
10.072 0.020573
3.266 0.147.59
3.126 0.147159

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0
Pu239 kg eff enrch
61.800 0.017238
0.003 0.017146

42.346 0.017240
-0.005 0.017146

start
Min

. Max
End

Start
Min
Max
End

Start
Min
Max
End

Start
min
Ralf

Max
End

start
min
Half
Max
End

Start
Min
Max
End
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max U ppm- 150.000
Time U23 kg

0 8905.000
138 7589.226
29 8627.708

139 7579.702

Max U ppm. 200.000
Time U238 kg

0 8905.000
0 8905.000

45 8331.818
139 7138.007

Max U ppm-1200.000
Time U238 kg

0 8905.000
0 8905.000

65 3944.126
116 65.346
117 -10.631

Max U ppm=2400.000
Time U238 kg

0 8905.000
0 8905.000

35 3556.048
58 60.517
59 -90.307

Max P ppm-
U235 kg
94.400

132.667
133.302
132.501

Max P ppm-
U235 kg
94.400
94.400
137.519
125.224

Max P ppm-
U235 kg
94.400
94.400
72.916
1.327
-0.204

Max P ppm.
U235 kg
94.400
94.400
63.548
1.691
-2.311

0.120 mm/yr. lo.0
Pu239 kg eff enrch

61.800 0.017238
0.003 0.017181
18.230 0.017260
-0.005 0.017181

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0
Pu239 kg eff enrch

61.800 0.017238
61.800 0.017238
9.240 0.017309

-0.005 0.017241

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0
Pu239 kg off enrch
61.800 0.017238
61.800 0.017238
3.894 0.019103
0.294 0.024212
0.274 0.024212

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0
Pu239 kg eff enrch
61.800 0.017238
61.800 0.017238
14.140 0.021380
5.284 0.103349
5.060 0.103349

Start
Min
Max
End

Start
Min
Max
End

start
Min
Half

Max
End

t

start
mini
Half

Max
End

This program is used to check one case of the above output
Source program cs \temp\maxrich. c'
The following program decrements the contents of the three principal isotopes
just like rchstat.c, but prints out the concentrations at each year, so that
the max and min calculations of richstat.c can be verified.

/* maxrich.c Program to remove fissile material from SNP in a waste
package while decaying the Pu239 to U235. Program reads input
of 6 parameters per line/case (max ppm U, max ppm Pu, am/yr infiltration,
initial kg U235, initial kg P239, initial kg 13238) from the
input file Omaxrich.in until the file is exhausted. For each case
the components U238, U235, and Pu239 are decremented until one of them
in exhausted. */

#include ctdio.h>
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#include cstdlib.h

main)
({nt //time n 1000 year steps
float mu238, /mass of U238

mu235, //mass of U235
oldmu235,//temporary variable for consistency in updating
mp239, //mass of Pu239
maxu, //solubility of uranium, ppm
maxp, //solubility of plutonium, ppm
mufl, //infiltration rate, mm/yr
pkgarea.6.46,//pkg cross-section area, q meters
volflow,//volumetric flow through the package
pdral/24.4, //Pu decay rate per 1000 years
eenr //effective enrichment (U235+Pu239)/(U238+U235+Pu239)

FILE *fin,*fout;
fin-fopen("maxrich.inw, r);
fout=fopentOmaxrich.ut',"w");
while(fscanf(fin,"%f %f %f f %f f,

&maxu,&maxp,&infl,&mu235,&mp239,&mu238) IEOF)
{volflowminfl*pkgarea*.00l;//verticaI velocity times area
fprintf(fout,\n\nMax U ppm-%E.3f Max P ppm-%6.3f mm/yr.7.1f\nO,

maxu,maxp,infl); //print header for this case
fprintf (fout, 4Ini235mf 1ni239mVf\nK,mu235,mp239);
fprintf(fout," l2stl2utl2stl2stl2a\n", Time", U238 kg","U235 kg",

uPu239 kgmeff enrich");//Column headings
i.O;
while((mu2380)&&(mu235>0)&&(p239>0)) //loop while all masses > 0

{eenr tCmu235+1.25*mp239)/(mu238+mu235+mp239);//effective enrichmemnnt
o1dmu235-mu235j//Save for consistency in updating u238
fprintf(fout,N%12dtl2.3fl2.3ftl2.3ft12.6f\n",

i,mu238,mu235,mp239,eenr);//output for this time
mu235mu235-volflow*maxu*mu235/(mu235+mu238)+pdr*mp239*235/239;

//update U235
Mp239-.pdr*mp239+volflow*maxp;//decrement Pu239
mu238-,volflow*maxu*mu238/(oldmu235+mu239) //decrement U238
L++;}}l

Input file c:\temp\maxzich.1n*
The third case of the richstat.c set of 10 has been selected for verification
200 .12 10 126.8 44.2 9314.3

Output fle Uct\temp\maxrich.outW
Max U ppm- 200.000 Max P ppm- 0.120 mM/yr. 10.0
1ni235126.800003 Ini239-44.200001

Time U238 kg U235 kg Pu239 kg eff enrich
0 9314.300 126.800 44.200 0.018028
1 9301.554 128.408 42.381 0.018030
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

20
11
22
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

9288.810
9276.067
9263.328
9250.591
9237.855
9225.122
9212.391
9199.661
9186.934
9174.207
9161.482
9148.759
9136.037
9123.316
9110.598
9097.880
9085.163
9072.44e
9059.734
9047.021
9034.310
9021. 599
9008.889
8996.180
8983.472
8970.765
8958.059
8945.354
8932.648
8919.944
8907.241
8894.538
8881.836
8869.135
8856.434
8843.733
8831.034
8818.335
8805.637
8792.938
8780.241
8767.544
8754.847
8742.150
8729.454
8716.759
8704.063
8691.368
8678.674

129.940
131.399
132.789
134.111
135.370
136.568
137.706
138 788
139.81
140.792
141.718
142.596
143.428
144.216
144.963
145.668
146.335
146.965
147.559
148.119
148.646
149.142
149.607
150.044
150.453
150.835
151.192
151. 524
151.832
152.119
152.383
152.627
152.851
153.056
1S3.243
153.412
153 .564
153.700
153.821
153.927
154.019
154.097
154.162
154.215
154.255
154.284
154.302
154.310
154.307

40.636
38.963
37.358
35.820
34.344
32.928
31.571
30.270
29.021
27.824
26.676
25.575
24 .519
23.506
22.535
21.604
20.711
19.854
19.033
18.245
17.490
16.765
16.070
15.404
14.765
14.152
13.564
13.000
12.460
11.941
11.444
10 968
10.510
10.072
9.651
9.248
8.861
8.490
8.135
7.793
7.466
7.153
6.852
6.563
6.286
C.021
5.766
5.522
5.288

0.018032
0.018035
0.018036
0.018038
0.018040
0.018042
0.018043
0.018045
0.018046
0.018048
0.018049
0.018050
0.0180S1
0.018052
0. 018053
0.018054
0. 018oss
0.018055
0.018056
0.018057
0.018057
0.019058
0.01:8058
0.018059
0.018059
0.018059
0.018060
0.018060
0.018060
0.018060
0.018060
0.018061
0.018061
0. 018061
0.018061
0. 018060
0.018060
0.018060
0.018060
0.018060
0.018060
0. 018060
0.0180S9
0. 0180S9
0.018059
0. 018058
0.018058
0.018058
0.018057
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51
52
53
54
Ss
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
.72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
8

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

8665.979
8653.285
9640.592
8627.898
8615.205
8602.512
8589.819
8577.127
8564.435
9551.742
9539.051
8526.359
8513.668
8500.977
8488.285
8475.595
9462.904
8450.214
8437. 523
8424.833
8412.143
8399.453
8366.764
8374.074
8361.385
8348.695
8336.006
8323.316
8310.627
8297.938
B285.248
8272.560
9259.871
8247.183
8234.494
8221.806
8209.117
9196.429
8193.740
8171.052
8158.363
9145.675
8132.987
8120.299
8107.611
8094.923
8082.235
8069. 547
8056.959

154.294
154.272
154.241
154 .202
154..154
154.098
154.035
153.964
153.887
153.803
153.712
153.615
153.513
153.404
153.290
153.172
153.048
152.919
152.785
152.648
152.506
152.360
152.210
152. 056
151.899
151. 738
151.575
151.407
151.237
151. 064
150.889
150.710
150. 529
150.346
150.160
149.972
149.782
149.590
149.396
149.200
149.002
148.802
148.601
148.398
248.193
147.987
147.780
147.571
147.361

5.064
4.949
4.642
4.444
4.254
4.072
3.897
3.730
3.569
3.415
3.268
3.126
2.990
2.860
2.735
2.615
2.500
2.390
2.284
2.183
2.086
1.992
1.903
1.817
1.735
1.656
1.580
1. 508
1.438
1.372
1.308
1.246
1.188
1.131
1.077
1.025
0.975
0.928
0.882
0.838
0. 79
0.756
0.717
0.680
0.644
0.610
0.577
0.546
0.516

0.018057
0.018056
0.018056
0.018056
0. 018055
0.018055
0.018054
0.018054
0.019053
0.018052
0.018052
0.018051
0.018051
0 .018050
0.018049
0.018049
0.018048
0.018048
0.018047
0.018046
0.018046
0.018045
0.018044
0.018043
0.018043
0.018042
0.018041
0. 018040
0.018040
0.018039
0.018038
0.018037
0.018037
0.018036
0.018035
0.018034
0.018033
0.018033
0.018032
0.018031
0.018030
0. 018029
0.018029
0.018028
0.018027
0.018026
0. 018025
0.018024
0.018023
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100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

8044.171
8031.483
0018.795
8006.107
7993.419
7980.731
7968.043
7955.355
7942.667
7929.980
7917.292
7904.605
7891.917
7879.230
7866.542
7853.855
7841.167
7829.480
7815.792
7803.105
7790.417
7777.730
7765.042
7752.355
7739.667
7726.980
7714.292
7701.605
7688.917
7676.230
7663.542

147 .150
146.937
146.724
146 .509
146.293
146.077
145. 859
145.640
145.421
145.200
144.979
144.757
144 .534
144.311
144.086
143.961
143.636
143.410
143.183
142.9S6
142.728
142.500
142.271
142.042
141.812
141.582
141.352
141.121
140.889
140.658
140.426

0.487
0.459
0.432
0.407
0.383
0.359
0.337
0.315
0.294
0.275
0.256
0.237
0.220
0.203
0.187
0.172
0.157
0.143
0.129
0.116
0.104
0.092
0.060
0.069
0.058
0.048
0.039
0.029
0.020
0.012
0.003

0.018022
0.018022
0.018021
0.016020
0.018019
0.018018
0.018017
0.018016
0. 018015
0.018014
0.018014
0.018013
0.018012
0.015011
0.018010
0.018009
0.018008
0.018007
0.018006
0.016005
0.018004
0.018003
0.018002
0.018001
0.018000
0.017999
0.017998
0.017997
0.017997
0.017996
0.017995

The following program is used
7.3.

to generate the data for approximation B of Section

Source code ct\temp\richsta.cw
This program demonstrates the effect of weighting the Pu concentration by a
factor of 1.25 with respect to BEAU. The differences are explained in Section
7.3.

/* richsta.c Program to remove fissile material from SNF in a waste
package while decaying the Pu239 to 235. Program reads input
of 6 parameters per line/case (max ppm U, max ppm Pu, mm/yr infiltration,
initial kg 235, initial kg Pu239, initial kg U238) from the
input file richsta.in" until the file i exhausted. For each case
the components 238, 235, and Pu239 are decremented until one of them
is exhausted. This program also does the following:
(1) Determines the maximum and minimum
effective fisile percent and prints the concentrations and time at
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which the maximum and minimum occur; (2) Prints a set of halfway
statistics when the fissile content i half the initial value, if
such a condition occurs before one of the nuclide species is exhausted.
In addition to these special points, the program prints the starting
and ending values of concentration and effective enrichment. This
version of the program implements a factor of 1.25 multiplying the
Pu239 concentration to account for the extra neutron efficiency which
can occur under some circumstances.*/

#include ctdio.h
*include cstdlib.k

void maino
(int year,//Counts time in intervals of 1000 years

yearmax,yearmin,//Times (in 000 years) of max and min eenr occur
yearhalf, //Year at which the fissile content is half the starting value
foundhalf;//Indicator of whether a half fissile has occured by the time

//one of the species is depleted, for this case.
float mu239, //Current mass of U238 kg (decremented at each iteration)

mu235, //Current mass of U235
oldmu235,//Temporary value for consistency in updating
mp239, //Current mass of Pu239
maxu,maxp,//Solubilities of U and Pu, ppm
infl,//Infiltration rate, mm/yr.
pkgarea.6.46,//Horizontal cross section in sq meters
volflow,//Vertical volumetric flow rate through a waste package, m3/yr.
pdrul/24.4,//Pu decay rate, per 1000 yrs
fissile, //Plutonium plus U235
mtotal, //Total of all three isotopes fissile+.238)
eenr,//Effective enrichment fiesile/mtotal)
eenrmax,pumax,u23smax,u235max,//maximum effective enrichment and

//associated mass parameters
eenrmin,pumin,u238min,u235min,//minimum effective enrichment and

//associated mass parameters
eenrhalf,puhalfu238half,u235half,//parameters associated with the

//S0 fissile depletion point
eenrotart,pustart,u238start,u23Sstart;//Initial values

FILE *fin,*fout;
fin-fopen(Orichsta.inN,nr") 
foutmfopen('richata.out", t w);
while(fscanf(fin,"%f f f f f iff,

&maxu, maxp,&infl,&mu235,&mp239,&mu238)I-EOP)//read parameters and
//initial values for-this case

(volflow.infl*pkgarea*.001;//compute volumetric flow m3/yr
fprintf(fout,'\n\nMax U ppmm%8.3f Max P ppm-*8.3f mm/yr=%7.lf\n',

maxu,maxp,infl)i//print parameter value header for this case
fprintf(fout, I6sl2stl2sl2s%12s\n*,"Time*, U238 kgo,"U235 kg",

"Pu239 kg",Oeff enrch");//print column headings for this case
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year-O; n/Initialize starting time for this case
foimdhalfuo; //Start with no halfway point for this case
yearmax-yearminOd/Initialize max and min times to start
puatartpumaxpuminmp239i//Initialize mass values to starting values
u238startmu238max-u23Smin-mu238;
u235start-u235max-u235min-mu235;
fissile-mu235+1.25'mp2391//compute adjusted initial fissile
mtotal-fissile+mu238u//compute initial total mass
eenrtartufissile/mtotal,//compute initial effective enrichment
eenrmax.eenrin-eenratart;//Initialize max and min of eenr
while((mu235>0)&&(mp239>0))//Loop until one of the fiosile is depeleted

{fisilewmu235+l .25*mp239, //Update fissile
mtotalmfissile-.25*mp239+mu238e//Update total minus adjustment to

fissile
eenrmfissile/mtotal; //Update effective enrichment
oldmu235umu235; //Compute temporary mass for update consistency
if(eenr>eenrmax) //Update maximum eenr point if appropriate

{eenrmax-eenx;
yearmaxnyear;
u23Smaxumu238;
u235max.mu235;
pumaxamp239;)

else if(eenrceenrmin) //Update min eenr point if appropriate
{eenrmin-eenri
yearmin-year;
u238minmu238;
u235min-mu2351
pumin-Mp239')

if(foundhalf--O)&&(fissilec *5*(u235start+1. 25*pustart)))
{foundhalful;//Test for halfway point and update as appropriate
yearhalf-year;
puhalf-mp239;
u235halfamu235;
u238balfmmu236;
eenrhalfeenr;)

//The next 3 lines are the basic updating equations for each iteration
mu23S-mu235-volflow*caxu*mu235/(mu235+mu238)+pdr*mp239*235/239;
vp239--pdrmp239+volflow*maxp
mu238--volflow*maxu*mu238/(oldmu235+mu238);
year++;)

fprintf(fout, %Ed%12 .3f%12 3f%12 3fl2 6f%12s\n,
Ou238start,u235startepustarteenrtart, Start");

fprintftfout, I6d%12.3fl2.3fU12.3ftla.Efl2s\n
yearmin u238min, u235minpumin, eenrmin, Min');

if(foundhalftmL) fprintf(fout,"%6d%12.3f%12.3f%12.3f%.2.6f%12s\nw,
yearhalf u23Ehalfu235balfjpuhalfeenrhalf, ualfu);

fprintf(fout, %6d%12.3fl2.3f%12.3f%12.6f%l2s\n,
yearmax, u238max, u235max, pumax, eenrmax, Max");

fprintf(fout. m6d*12 .3f12.3f%12 .3f%12 .6f%12s\n.
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%mpJ yearmu238mu235,mp239,eenr wEnd)))

input file c:\temp\richsta. in
The parameters of these cases are the same as those used for richstat.c,
except that the maximum uranium solubility (maxu) values start much higher.
This was done to identify a much higher minimum value for maxu at which the
time hstory shows a maximum in fissile percent.
maxu maxp infl u235 p239 u238
900
1000
1200
1500
2000
2400
800
1000
1200
1500
2000
2400

.12
.12.
.12
.12
.12

.12

.12
.12
.12
.12
.12

.12

10
10
10
10
10

10
10

10
10
10
10

10

126.8
126.8
126.8
126.9
126.1

126.8
94.4
94.4
94.4
94.4
94.4

94.4

44.2
44.2
44.2
44.2
44.2

44.2
61.8
61.8
61.B
61. B
61.8

61.9

9314.3
9314.3
9314.3
9314.3
9314.3

9314.3
8905
8905
8905
890S
890s
905

Output file 'cs\temp\richsta.out'
Max U ppm- 800.000

Time U238 kg
0 9314.300

130 2713.760
90 4742.614
0 9314.300

131 2663.041

Max U ppm=1000.000

Time U238 kg
0 9314.300

130 1065.045
73 4676.135

0 9314.300
131 1001.666

Max U ppm-1200.000
Time U238 kg

0 9314.300
14 8244.759
62 4588.339

122 25.602
123 -50.399

Max P ppm.
V235 kg
126.800
51.404
89.235

126.800
50. 444

MaX P ppm.
U235 kg
126.800
20.518
e8 .19S

126.900
19.297

Max P ppm-
U235 kg
126.800
130.307

96.436
0.512

-1.004

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0
Pu239 kg eff enrch

44.200 0.019171
0.003 0.018591
0.838 0.018682

44.200 0.019193
-0.004 0.018591

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0
Pu239 kg eff enrch

44.200 0.019171
0.003 0.018905
1.903 0.018995

44.200 0.019193
-0.004 0.018905

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0
Pu239 kg eff enrch

44.200 0.019171
24.519 0.019162
3.126 0.019313
0.080 0.023362
0.069 0.023362

start
Min

Half
Max
End

Start
Min

Half
Max
End

Start
Min

Half
Max
End
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Max U ppmm5SOO.000
Time U23 kg

0 9314.300
0 9314.300

S1 4453.747
97 82.223
98 -12.680

Max U ppm-2000.000
Time U238 kg

0 9314.300
0 9314.300

40 4229.713
73 49.360
74 -76.838

Max U ppm-2400.000
Time U23 kg

0 9314.300
0 9314.300

34 4126.819
61 22.779
62 -127.876

Max U ppm- 800.000
Time U23 kg

0 B905.000
138 1892.170
85 4581.582
0 8905.000

139 1841.432

Max U ppm-1000.000
Time D238 kg

0 8905.000
34 6738.783
70 4453.125
0 8905.000

139 78.214

Max U ppm.1200.000
Time U238 kg

0 8905.000
0 8905.000

Max P ppm.
U235 kg
126.800
126.800
83.545
1.730
-0.244

Max P ppm.
1235 kg
126.800
126.800
78.544
1.174

-1.751

Max P ppm.
1235 kg
126.800
126.800
75.787
0.663
-3.590

-Max P ppma
m235 kg
94.400
35.101
83.583
94.400
34.160

Max P ppm.
U235 kg
94.400
110.220
81.439
94.400
1.499

Max P ppm.
C235 kg
94.400
94.400

0.120 mm/yr- 10.0
Pu239 kg eff ensch
44.200 0.019171
44.200 0.019171
5.064 0.019786
0.577 0.029006
0.546 0.029006

0;120 mm/yr- 10.0
Pu239 kg off enrch

44.200 0.019171
44.200 0.019171
8.135 0.020552
1.903 0.067754
1.817 0.067754

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0
Pu239 kg off enrch
44.200 0.019171
44.200 0.019171
10.510 0.021107
3.268 0.177743
3.126 0.177743

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0
Pu239 kg off enrch
61.800 0.018911
0.003 0.018215
1.579 0.018333

61.800 0.018943
-0.005 0.018215

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0
Pu239 kg off ech
61.800 0.018911
.14.753 0.018745
3.123 0.018808

61.800 0.018943
-0.005 0.018833

0.120 mm/yr- 10.0
Pu239 kg eff erch
61.800 0.018911
61.800 0.018911

start
Min
Half

Max
End

Start
Min

Half
Max
End

Start
Min

Half
Max
End

Start
Min

Half
Max
End

Start
Min

Half
Max
End

Start
Min

, .
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60 4324.739
116 65.346
117 -10.631

79.008
1.327
-0.204

4.844
0.294
0.274

0.019295
0.025310
0.025310

Half
Max
End

Max U ppm-1500.000
Time U238 kg

0 8905.000
0 8905.000

50 4132.322
93 45.667
94 -49.092

Max U ppm-2000.000
Time U238 kg

0 8905.000
0 8905.000
39 3938.947
70 12;139
71 -112.729

Max U ppm-2400.000
Time U238 kg

0 8905.000
0 8905.000

34 3708.391
58 60.517
59 -90.307

Max P ppm-
U235 kg
94.400
94.400
75.127
1.032
-1.066

Max P ppm-
U235 kg
94.400
94.400
70.389
0.421
-3.785

Max P ppm-
U235 kg
94.400
94.400
65.650
1.691

-2.311

0.120 tm/yr- 1O.0
Pu239 kg off erch

61.800 0.018911
61.800 0.018911
7.460 0.020037
1.076 0.049754
1.024 0.049754

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0
Pu239 kg eff enrch
61.800 0.018911
61.800 0.018911
11.932 0.021213
3.123 0.275775
2.987 0.275775

0.120 mm/yr. 10.0
Pu239 kg cff enrch
61.800 0.018911
61.800 0.018911
14.753 0.022195
5.284 0.122921
5.060 0.122921

start
Min

Ealf
Max
End

Start
Min
Ralf

Max
End

start
Min

Ralf
Max
End

!
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Upper bound on the probability of formation of a reducing zone capable of
collecting a critical mass, Pr(cluster I log)

Background and Introduction

The purpose of this analysis Is to estimate an upper bound for the probability of
achieving specified levels of uranium concentration In specified volumes of Yucca
Mountain tuff below the water table by natural processes. This probability upper
bound will be used to estimate the upper bound of the probability of achieving a
critical mass of uranium as a result of transport and re-concentration of uranium
from a commercial spent fuel repository.

Since, calculation of the dispersion and re-concentration of the uranium from SNF is
a complex transport and chemical process, application of computer codes would be
a lengthy process, and would not easily support straightforward estimation of
worst case probabilities. An upper bound on probability might more readily be
found from statistics of the known uranium deposits, using the assumption that
whatever processes precipitated uranium from groundwaters over geologic time
would be the processes most likely to precipitate uranium from groundwaters

- having their charging source In a nuclear waste repository (if and when such a
charging process were to take place). It may be argued that an SNF repository
would be a much more concentrated source than Is ever likely to have occurred In
nature. However, the concentration of the repository source Is likely to be quite
dispersed by the time It reaches any reducing zones capable of concentrating a
single critical mass orebody. This process of upper bound by analog Is valid, even
though the Colorado Plateau sandstone to be used as the statistical basis is quite
different from the tuff below the repository, as long as it can be shown that the
uranium deposits found in sandstone are richer (both higher concentration and
larger orebodies) than those found in tuff.

Methodology

Investigations at Yucca Mountain have thus far revealed no evidence of a reducing
zone, which would be required to concentrate a uranium bearing groundwater flow
from the repository to the more than 1.6 metric tons of uranium, which Is taken to
be at 1.94% fissile enrichment, corresponding to the design basis PWR fuel)
required to produce external criticality, as shown by Ref. 6.43. Therefore, a
conservative upper bound for the probability of formation of a large uranium deposit
is obtained from analysis of known deposits In the richest uranium area of the
United States. The basis for this methodology is the assumption that any reducing
zone which might be found at Yucca Mountain could have no more uranium
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precipitation capability than the concentration of uranium already found in this
richest area of the United States. This is a generalization of assumption 4.3.7.

The highest local uranium ore concentrations In the United States are found In the
Uravan Mineral Belt In southwestern Colorado and southeastern Utah. The richest
ores are found in carbonaceous logs along pre-historic river channels. These logs
appear to come from the trunks of trees which fell into river channels, which were
quickly buried and ultimately became sandstone. The concentrations of uranium
required for criticality can be modeled by the juxtaposition of such logs onto a circle
through the cross section of the critical mass sphere, to achieve the specified
critical mass upwards of 1 metric ton U02 ). This model rests on the assumption
that the logs are uniformly, and independently, distributed throughout the
mineralized orebody in which they are found. This assumption is verified by
statistical analysis of log locations In a single mining area, described later In this
Attachment. The following paragraphs describe the general probability
methodology for the analysis. The use of actual observations and statistical data
construct very conservative distributions for the relevant log parameters will be
described afterward.

The probability that a given log, equally likely to be found anywhere In the
mineralized area A, has center faling within r and r + dr of the cross section circle
(called the critical mass circle) center

p, 2nr(dr)/A,

where it has been assumed that dr< <r.

The probability that a log having its center falling within r and r+dr of critical mass
circle center will have the proper orientation to overlap the critical mass circle
(having radius r can be approximated by

pa = 2r,/(nr),

which is simply the ratio of the arc subtended (with respect to the log center) by
the diameter of the critical mass circle, divided by the arc of a semicircle.

The problem is further simplified by assuming that the log will only be able to
overlap the critical mass circle ff its center Is located so that the end of the log can
overlap the critical mass circle center (r< 12, where I is the length of the log). This
approximation means that a log will be counted as completely overlapping If it has
more than 50% overlap, and otherwise it will be counted as non-overlapping. The

I I
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probability of overlap is then computed as the product of these two probabilities
integrated over Ocr<l/2. Multiplying this product (PIP2) by the number of logs, n,
In the area A gives the probability of one log overlapping the circle

p = 2rJl1p1, (1)

where p= n/A is the density of logs In the overall orebody, and where the subscript
I has been Introduced for the log length to indicate that the log length will be
treated as a random variable with value to be determined by a Monte Carlo
sampling process, which will also determine the value of the dependent random
variable pi. t should be noted that Eqn. (1) could have been derived directly as the
area of the rectangle defined by the length of the log and the diameter of the
critical mass circle, multiplied by the density of logs per unit area.

The number of overlapping logs required for criticality Is determined by adding
successive logs until their contributed masses total the required critical mass (M).
Since overlapping the logs have random orientations, they will form a star shaped
object, with the narrow branches suffering a large amount of neutron leakage and
contributing little to the criticality. The first order estimate of contributing mass is,
therefore, determined by that portion of the log length which actually overlaps the
target circle

ml = 2.62r,2 (4r)rcu1, (2)

where 2.62 g/cm3 Is the density of tuff (which is conservative because the logs
found In the Uravan Mineral belt are mostly coal, which has half this density); r, Is
the radius of the log; the factor (4ITl)r, Is the average length of segment falling
within a circle of radius r for a longer line passing entirely through the circle; and u1
is a random variable representing the weight percent of uranium in the log, with the
subscript j to indicate that its Monte Carlo selection process will be distinct from
the Monte Carlo selection of the log length. The mass contribution used In the
calculations will be adjusted upward (by a factor of 2) according to the
methodology described later in this attachment.

Theoretical log spacing statistics

To test the assumption of random independent spatial distribution for the
mineralized logs, the average nearest neighbor and next nearest neighbor distances
were calculated from the analysis of the orebody map In Fischer (Ref 5.28, plate
57). These were compared with the theoretical values for a random spatial
distribution having the same log density (p,).
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The asymptotic approximation (for large n) to the theoretical nearest neighbor
distances is computed as follows:

Consider n points uniformly, and independently, distributed on the unit square. The
density of points Is p n. For large n, the probability density function pdf) for the
nearest neighbor distance Is computed by considering a probability that a single
point falls within a circular ring r to r + dr) centered around a given point while all
the other points fall outside the ring:

(pdf1)dr = n-1)(2nr)dr(1-nr3 ' 2 (3)

which is the product of the number of ways of selecting the point to fall within the
ring (n-1) multiplied by the probability of a single point falling within the ring
(2nrdr), multiplied by the probability that the remaining n-2 points all fall outside the
ring (1 -nr2) . The third factor is only correct as long as the circle is not close to
the boundary of the unit square, or for r< < 1. For n> > 1 the factor will be very
small unless r< < 1, so the approximation Is valid. With this pdf, the mean value of
the nearest neighbor distance is

<r >-=r 1IVdf,)dr

where the upper limit of integration is chosen somewhat arbitrarily so that the third
factor of pdf1 does not go below 0, and which doesn't affect the result In the
asymptotic limit. This integral can be evaluated analytically as it stands, but it Is
illustrative of the asymptotic approximation if the variable is changed to rz/(nn)',
and the following substitution (valid for n> > z2 ) Is used

(1-z2 /n)l = exp(-z2 ).

The integral becomes

,.> =2f -rz 2 exp(-z )dzIVfs

where the n > > 1 ,z2 has also been relied on for the simplification

((n-1)/n)(1-z 2 /n) 2 1.

The approximation n> > 1 has the additional consequence that the integrand
becomes very small as z approaches the upper limit, so the upper limit can be
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approximated by -, and the integral can be easily evaluated to give

<r,,> = 1/(2n-') = 12p, 5) (4)

where the last form (with ) is a generalization to an arbitrary area A.

For comparison between calculated and measured values It Is necessary to also
compute the standard deviation of the mean, which is defined as the standard
deviation of the distribution divided by the square root of the number of points in
the sample from which the mean is computed (which is just the number of logs In
the sample). The standard deviation of the distribution is

G= (< r > - < r > )

where the mean square nearest neighbor distance Is simply

2 I ,,x (d
<?.N> =fee 2(d)dr

which can be transformed with the same substitution rz/(nn)5f as was used
above, and the same asymptotic approximation to give

<r.>=2fz 3 xp-z 2)dzl(Thi)

This integral can be evaluated to give

< rn2> = Inn) = It/np,),

so that the standard deviation of the distribution is

a = X l/pA.)(1 r- 14) = 0.52 < rn >

The next nearest neighbor pdf Is constructed In a manner similar to the nearest
neighbor pdf, with the added complexity that the first point selected must fall
inside the Inner circle of the rdr ring. The probability is the product of the number
of ways to select the first point (n-1), multiplied by the number of ways to select
the second point n-2), multiplied by the probability that the first point will fall
within the inner circle of the ring r2), multiplied by the probability that the second
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point will fall within the ring (2nrdr), multiplied by the probability that the remaining
n-3 points will all fall outside the ring (1-Tr 2) .

(pdf2)dr = (n-1)(n-2)(nr 2)(2Tlrdr)(1-nr2)' (5)

Using the same asymptotic approximation and variable substitution as for nearest
neighbors, the mean next nearest neighbor distance becomes

;r.>=2fv4z4Xp(-Z2)dZIFiI (6)

which can be evaluated to give

<rr,> = 3n-1/4 (7)

The standard deviation of the distribution of next-nearest neighbor distances can be
calculated by the same steps as was done for the nearest neighbor distance, above.
This leads to the integral approximating the mean square next-nearest neighbor
distance

r> --2fz sop(-z2)dzl(7.n)

which can be evaluated and substituted into the equation for the standard deviation
to give

,, - O(IJp,()(2/r - 9/16)6 = 0.36<r.,>

The validity of these analytic approximations for nearest neighbor and next nearest
neighbor distances is verified by the following program using the Monte Carlo
process to generate randomly located points on the unit square, with the average
nearest neighbor and next nearest neighbor distances computed for each iteration,
together with the standard deviations for each. Agreement between the above
asymptotic approximations and the Monte Carlo simulations is demonstrated by
dividing the simulated output by the corresponding asymptotic approximation and
printing the result.

/* 2dmin.c Monte Carlo calculation of mean nearest neighbor and next
nearest neighbor distances, and their standard deviations,
for points randomly distributed on a unit square
using a 2-d uniform distribution. The outputs are normalized by the
analytic asymptotic approximations of the nearest neighbor and next
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nearest neighbor means and standard deviations, so that they should
print out approximately for each iteration. The iterations are
characterized by increasing number of points. The program also
verifies that the bias (amount by which the outputs differ from 1)
decreases with increasing number of points. The bias for the first
25 cases (100 to 124 points) and the last 25 cases (175 to 199 points)
are printed at the end of the output, and the latter is seen to be
smaller than the former for each of the 4 parameters calculated. 'I

#include cstdlib.h-
#include cstdio.h>
#include cmath.h>.
#include ctime.h>
#define M 200 //Maximum number of points

void main()
(int ,j,k; //Counting variables
float sum, //Variable to accumulate nearest neighbor distance

nnsum, //To accumulate next nearest neighbor distance
sumsq, //For accumulating nearest neighbor distances squared
nnsumsq, //For accumulating n neighbor distances squared
sig, /td deviation of nearest neighbor distance distribution
signn, //Std deviation of next nearest neighbor distance distribution
x(Ml,y[Ml, //Array of coordinates for the points
z, //Temporary variable for distance between 2 points
mind, //Current nearest neighbor distance to a given point
nnmind,//Current next nearest neighbor distance
-n, //To be used for the analytic approx to the nn distance
rnnni/To be used for the analytic approx to the nnn distance
asig,//For analytic approx to std deviation of n distance distribution
asignn,//For analytic approx to std dev of nnn distance distribution
biasl[4J{0),//temporary variables for accumulating the first 25 bias
bias2[43-(a0)//temporary variables for accumulating the last 25 biases

FILE *fout;
foutmfopen(U2dmin.out,KwH);
srand( (unsigned)time(NUL));
fprintf(fout,It8st15slstslaSe%15s\n, //Print headers for output file columns

ONum ptsw,*Nrmlzd nn distmONrmlzd nnn dist",
3 Nrmlzd nn sig", Nrmlzd nn igN);

for(k=l00k<Mk++) //k simulates the number of points (up to M)
(sumo0; //Initialize summing variables for this iteration
nnsummO;
sumsqwO;
nnsumsqwO;
for(imO;ick;i++) //Loop to generate k points at random locations

{xWi(float)rand(/RANDM1X, //on the unit square
ytil(float)rand()/RAXDMAXI)

for(i-Ouick;i++) //Outer loop to find nearest neighbor to each point
(mind 1.41; //Initialize minimum distances to largest possible
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nnmindl.411
for(juOsJckgj++)//Inner loop to find nearest neighbor for point 
fil-D)
{Zusqrt (x~ll -xjD) * (il -xiE)J D yli]3 -y EJ) * (yli3 -yElJl);
if(mindlz) /If this distance is less than the current minimm

(nnmindumindi //Replace the current nn with the current nearest
mind-ZS) //Replace the current nearest with this distance (z)

else if(nnimndoz) nmind.z,)//Xf it's only less than the current
//next nearest, replace the current next nearest with z.

"nnUm+.nnmind;//Accumulate nn neighbor distance for all Wk) points
vnsumzq+nnmind*nnmind;//Accumulate sum of squares for td deviation
Oumsq+mmind*mind
sum+m=iindt) //Accumulate nearest neighbor distance for all () points

rnn-. 5/sqrt(k);//Asymptotic approx for mean nearest neighbor distance
rnnn. 75/sqrt(k) //Asymptotic approx for mean next nearest neighbor distance
asig-.5227*rnnv //Asymptotic approx for std deviation of n distance
asignn 363*rnznn;//Asymptotic approx for td deviation of nn distance
sigusqrt(sumsq/k-sum*sum/pow(k,2));//Monte Carlo for td dev of nn distance
sign msqrt(nnumsq/k-nsum*nnsum/pow(k,2));//MC for std dev of nn distance
if(k<125) //Accumulate first 25 biases

{biasl to]+sum/k/rnn-l1
bias2.11 +nnaum/k/rnnn-l;
bias.[21+usig/asig-1;
biasl[33+=signn/asignn-1;)

if(k:c'174) //Accumulate last 25 biases
{bias2 03 +-sum/k/rnn-l
bias2 [] +.nnsum/k/rnnn-l;
bias2(23+-sig/asig-l;
bias233 +=signn/asignn-1;}

fprintf(fout,"%dlS .Sfl .Sf%15 .5f%5 5f\n",
k,sum/k/rnn,nnsum/k/rnnn,sig/asig,signn/asignn);

printf("%d\n",k);)
for(i-O;ic4;i++)

(biasliil/=25;
bias2[iI/25:)

fprintf(fout,e"%SU15.Sf%15.5f15.5f115 .5f\n", biasli,
biasl O3,biasl(l],biasl[2],biasl 33);

fprintf(fout,%Ss%15 .5f115.5f%15.5f15 .5f\n", bias2m,
bias2 0],bias21,bias2(2],bias2[3]),)

The output of this program is given in the following table, where the validity of the
asymptotic approximation is demonstrated by the fact that the normalized numbers
are all close to 1. The number of points for the Monte Carlo simulation has been
taken from 100 to 199, even though the number of logs In the actual sample
analysed is only 84, to demonstrate the decreasing bias (average deviation from 1)
with increasing number of points. This demonstration is given by the last two lines
of the output, which give the average bias for the first 25 cases (blas1) and the last
25 cases (blas2), and show a decrease between the former and the latter.
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Num pts N1zd nn dtxrmlzd n dist rmlzd =m sig Nrmlzd nn ig
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
lO1
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

1.08869
1.07517
1.06618
0.98163
1.04623
0.95482
1.02116
1.03820
1. 05745
1.12533
1.05919
0.91473
1.09289
1.01085
1.08110
1.07898
1.12196
1.01804
1.00286
1.05631
1.05801
0.93960
1.05230
1.08034
1.08990
1.02911
1.01526
1.13833
1.10595
1.08209
1.02261
1.07958
1.09548
0.98490
0.99262
1.09709
1.06761
1.10694
0.99142
0.'99889
1.01371
0.98841
1.02611
1.05628
1.068S7
0.99109
0.96963

1.06213
1. 06526
1.07300
1.00157
1.03570
1.07586
1. 09554
1.11080
1.06537
1.06494
0.99697
1.02404
1.03391
1.04372
1.12346
1.08189
1.11435
1.02566
0.99870
1.09375
1.05209
0.95084
1.04469
1.10855
1.06436
1.06575
0.96528
1.12918
1.06461
1.09550
0.99174
1.06729
1.06213
1.03945
0.99171
1.04444
1.03848
1.05828
1. 06752
1.06362
1.04257
1.01086
1.06939
1.10111
1.08963
0.98911
1.07730

0.94392
1.02585
1.20536
1.09719
1.07439
1.06669
1.12290
1.17016
1.15947
1.20642
1.03621
1.09922
1.16398
1.21334
1.25962
1.27243
1.11003
0.97330
1.11496
1.09565
1.04992
0.97762
1.11311
1.18570
1.01648
1.16673
1.02576
1.18941
1.10899
1.06864
1.08442
1.18691
1.02608
1.10653
1.21617
1.16841
0.98987
1.07380
0.97196
0.99493
0.99821
1. 05474
1.07225
1.09150
1.19356
1. 094i2
0.99305

1.04738
1.21354
1.27991
1.25437
0.92141
1.25606
1.21179
1.29951
1.13815
1.17941
1.10726
1.08689
1.19414
1.36906
1.31923
1.42170
1.09462
1.12571
1.16189
1.15869
1.19064
0.99485
1.16220
1.13278

.15614
I.25975
1.24053
1. 09135
1.06250
1.21437
1. 16653
1.16727
1.13075
1.05439
1.30328
1. 1998
1.07978
1.01858
1.03923
0. 9SO36
1. 11546
1.20221
1.13400
1.00229
1.14469
1.14527
1.04697
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147 1.08454 1.04046 1.06015 1.35516
148 1.03587 1.04841 1.07489 1.11144

149 1.05260 1.05092 1.08009 1.19303

150 0.97474 1.04817 1.03704 1.10162

1S 0.97895 1.00491 1.02167 1.13178

152 1.07995 1.05697 1.10202 1.18644

153 1.04974 1.04534 0.95911 1.09905

154 1.11322 1.14338 1.02199 1.11966

ss 1.04292 1.02256 1.02349 1.05241

156 1.14198 1.06769 0.99041 0.99503
157 1.11775 1.02058 1.13732 1.10083

158 1.03878 1.05814 0.99264 1.10785

159 1.08579 1.03583 1.32191 1.43464

160 1.09231 1.07682 0.96302 1.09794

161 1.00507 0.99988 1.04924 1.13461

162 0.99037 0.99882 1.14714 1.20439

163 1.02227 1.00426 1.23976 1.36551

164 1.07264 1.05260 1.08031 1.08034

165 1.04671 1.11109 1.09812 1.19430
166 1.05903 1.10265 1.13877 1.32242

167 1.07015 1.09099 1.12726 1.27863

168 1.02479 1.00864 1.20435 1.14919

169 1.03707 1.02834 1.09087 1.16718

170 1.08406 1.04427 1.07228 1.14018

171 0.94203 0.99859 1.11462 1.20434

172 1.10485 1.02532 1.05692 1.13679

173 0.99310 1.01561 1.10075 1.22871

174 1.02361 1.03142 1.00085 1.04277

175 1.00637 1.00225 1.05136 1.18861

176 1.01105 1.07423 1.12408 1.10481

177 1.10709 1.12062 1.22376 1.26774

178 1.04209 1.01704 1.15187 1.09968

179 1.08301 1.09728 1.18389 1.17510

180 0.98030 1.01460 1.01564 L.10702

181 0.96921 1.05306 1.05570 1.12615

182 1.07426 1.11400 1.00681 1.08062

183 1.07206 1.03682 1.25089 1.23719

184 0.97127 1.06118 1.03078 1.04252

185 0.99410 1.01518 1.09662 1.12341

186 0.99603 1.01099 1.11920 1.06958

187 0.98526 1.05919 1.02933 1.03281

188 1.03720 1.02159 1.09809 1.07672

189 1.02187 1.03651 0.99079 1.04472

190 1.00253 0.99323 1.04509 1.13582

191 0.95075 0.98327 0.94353 1.04432

192 0.96239 0.99616 1.09950 1.05987

193 1.05624 1.04157 1.03902 1.01607

194 1.02709 1.01664 1.02736 1.06514

19S 1.01574 1.02020 1.08086 1.08920
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196 1.09287 1.07952 1.17181 1.15705
197 1.08014 1.08818 1.20414 1.20104
198 1.07598 1.05854 1.16793 1.16964
199 0.96734 0.98951 0.97537 1.10731

biasi 0.04448 0.05629 0.11015 0.17909
biaz2 0.02329 0.04005 0.08734 0.11289

Attachment III describes the analysis of the map in Fischer (Ref 5.28, plate 57) and
gives p,= 84/87100 = .000964 logs/sq meter. This value of log density was used
in the theoretical formulas given above for nearest neighbor and next nearest
neighbor distance, and the results were compared to the values estimated from
analysis of the Fischer map. The comparison are summarized by the following
table, which also gives the standard deviation of the means anq,,o)/n6 for
measuring the significance of the differences.

Parameter Calc Std dvtn Mean from
mean of mean map data

Nearest neighbor distance 16.1 0.92 15.0

I Next-nearest neighbor distance 24.2 0.96 26.7

For nearest neighbor distances the theoretical and actual values differ by only 1.2
standard deviations of the mean. The comparison for next-nearest neighbor
distance shows a difference of 2.6 standard deviations, which could be interpreted
as a small deviation from randomness (mutual Independence of log location).
Since, however, the deviation Is in the direction of non-clustering, the assumption
of randomness is conservative for purposes of this analysis. This analysis will,
therefore, use the assumption that the spatial distribution of logs is completely
random, and there is no special clustering behavior.

Distribution of relevant log parameters

In this model, three log parameters are generated from specific distributions: log
length, potential concentration of uranium, and log radius. For the distribution of
log lengths, the analysis of Attachment IlIl shows a negative exponential distribution
with a floor of 3.0 meters and a decay length of 4.6 meters.

For potential concentration of uranium the following three observational data sets
are used:
* Breger (Ref 5.8, table 1, pg 102-105) gives characteristics of 64 samples of
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logs mostly in the Uravan area, but also many from Wyoming, with an average
concentration of 1.88 wt%, with the largest concentration In the set being
16.5 wt% (case 63 of the table). It should be noted that these weight
fractions are with respect to the immediately surrounding rock, which was
generally coal, which has a range of density, but 1.3 g/cm3 (or metric tons/m)
Is typical. Since this density is only half that of tuff, these wt% concentrations
could be conservatively reduced by a factor of 2.

* Hess (Ref. 5.29, pg 467) has related a description provided to him relating to
two. logs having diameters 4 ft and 3 ft with lengths of 100 ft and 75 ft.
respectively, which provided a total of 105 tons of ore containing 13650 lbs of
U308. Converting these parameters into metric gives a total volume of 50.6 ml,
an ore density of 1.88 metric tons/m 3, a U308 mass density of .122 metric tons
per M3, and a wt% of 6.5%.

* Chenoweth (Ref 5.15, pg 166) relates logs as large as 15 meters long and 1
meter diameter (11.8 m3). He also relates an ore shipment of 9 tons which
averaged 21.Swt% U308 (Ref 5.1 , pg 168), but does not give the ore material
or state its density or volume. The 9 tons represents a volume only 58% of the
maximum size log, even at the low coal density of 1.3 metric tons/m.
Therefore, either the shipment was less than a full log, or the log yielding the
ore was less than 60% of the volume of the largest log, or there must have
been some preliminary concentration of the ore by mechanical means (e.g.
screening for the larger inclusions or nuggets of uraninite).

The last two of these data sets are also used to derive the conservative estimate of
log radius distribution.

Based on the above 3 data sets, a uniform distribution between 1 % and 21.5% is
used for potential uranium concentration

f,(x) = 1(x2-xl) for xi <x<x2

where x Is expressed as a fraction (instead of a percent) to correspond to the actual
mathematics of calculation used In the program listing below, and the constant
values are x1 =0.01, x2=0.216. This distribution gives an average ore grade
(U308concentration) of 11.26%.

This distribution is conservative with respect to the three data sets for the
following reasons:
* The only data set based on actual laboratory analysis of rock samples (Breger

5.8) shows an average concentration much smaller than the average of this
distribution. Even there maximum uranium concentration (16.6%) found in Ref
5.8, pg 105, also becomes less than the average of the distribution (I1.25%)
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when adjusted for the fact that the density of the host rock (coal) Is less than
half that of tuff.

* The data of Ref 5.29, pg 467 Imply a maximum uranium concentration of
6.6%, again less than half the average of the uniform distribution proposed
above.

* The maximum U308 concentration In Ref 5.15, pg .168 (21.5%) is ambiguous,
but It is used for the upper limit of the conservative model of potential uranium
concentration.

* The limited number of higher concentrations outside the United States occur in
in rock completely different from the tuff at Yucca Mountain. For example, the
maximum of 60% reported for Oklo (Ref. 5.34, pg 20), occurs only in black
shale or sandstone, neither of which is present at Yucca Mountain.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the uranium concentration will be expressed In
terms of U02, which is 88% uranium by weight, while the mining data from which
the the density distribution Is derived Is expressed In terms of U308, which Is only
85% uranium by weight. Therefore, the use of this distribution in kff calculations
has a small extra degree of conservatism with respect to the data from which It
was derived.

For the distribution of log radii, the smallest of 4 diameters cited by Hess (Ref 5.29,
pg 467), 16 inches (or radius of 20 cm) is taken as the lower limit of a triangular
distribution. The upper limit of the radius distribution Is taken to be 80 cm, well
above the maximum diameter, 4 feet (61 cm radius) given by Hess. This
distribution Is a conservative model because the Hess article is primarily interested
in reporting the largest ore concentrations, which would correspond to the largest
logs. This conservative designation for the model is also consistent with the
Chenoweth (Ref. 5.15, pg 166) statement cited above that the largest log diameter
is 1 meter. The pdf for the resulting triangular distribution Is

f,(r) 2(rl2-r)/(rl2-rll)2 for rl <r<rl2

where rl =0.20 meter, r2=0.80 meter.

Adjustment for non-overlapping log fraction

The preliminary analysis of the mass formed by overlapping logs leading to Eqn (2),
above, was based on the assumption that only the fraction of the total log length
defined by the segment cut by the critical circle was contributing to the critical
mass. To the extent that the log juxtaposition might be considered as an actual
physical process, and not simply a surrogate for more general (and more nearly
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spherical) concentrations or carbonaceous material), this cut segment assumption Is
non-conservative because the neutronics contribution of the portion of the logs
outside the circle Is neglected. It Is, therefore, necessary to construct an
adjustment factor to include some neutronic effect from the portions of the log
which extend beyond the critical sphere. The methodology is as follows:
* Define an outer shell which has twice the radius of the critical sphere, and

assume that all logs are shortened to fit in this circle. It Is assumed that this
extra layer will provide a conservative representation of the effect of the log
segment outside of the inner critical sphere.

* Model the log mass falling in the outer shell by a homogeneous distribution In
such a way that the average density throughout the sphere plus shell system is
one half the density for the center sphere. Since one eighth of the volume Is In
the inner sphere and 7 eighths Is in the outer shell, the density of the outer
shell is determined from the equation pS/2 = p8 + 7p18, which can be
solved for p, to give p. = 3p,/7. This is a more conservative approach (larger
density In the outer shell) than to assume that all the logs which intersect the
circle go through the center so that the log mass In the outer shell would be
equal to the log mass In the inner shell, which would give p. = p/7 for
spherical spreading to the outer shell or P. = p,/3 for cylindrical spreading
(which spreads as a disk, in keeping with the general two dimensional layout
and log orientation in the deposit described by Fisher (Ref. 6.28)).

* Compute the critical mass/radius for the sphere-shell combination having
p.=3p/7, where p, is the fissile density which gave the smallest critical mass
In Ref. 5.43, and using the corresponding water and tuff concentrations. With
those parameters, the adjusted critical mass is found to be 0.620 metric tons,
and the critical radius 39.4 cm (Ref. 5.43).

* Determine a correction factor for critical mass to be the ratio of adjusted critical
mass to the original critical mass (.52/1.6 = 0.325).and the corresponding
correction factor for radius (39.4/57.4 = 0.686).

* Use the adjusted critical mass as the target to determine the number of logs
required to accumulate. Use the adjusted radius (inner sphere radius) to define
the length of log segment to be used as the mass contribution of a single log
(4A7)r,

* Use the uncorrected sphere radius to determine the probability of overlap
between log and critical circle according to Eqn. (1). This is justified because
the corrected sphere was related to a reduced critical mass, while the overlap
probability should still relate to the original geometry. Furthermore, this
asignment Is conservative in comparison with using the corrected sphere radius.

In the above described adjustment, the reduction in the target critical mass is a
conservative adjustment, while the reduction in the critical radius is non-
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conservative (reducing the contribution of the log to the critical mass). The net
effect is conservative because the correction for mass Is over a factor of 3 in the
conservative direction while the correction for radius (or contribution) Is less than a
factor of 2 in the non-conservative direction.

The methodology can now be summarized by an algorithm stated as follows: (1)
Determine a critical mass - critical radius pair from the set generated in Ref. 5.43,
and apply the adjustment factors 0.325 and 0.686, respectively, as a measure of,
conservatism to account for the neutron contribution of the portions of the logs
falling outside the critical sphere; (2) Select the three random parameters for a
sample log from the appropriate distributions as described above (log length, log
radius, uranium wt%); (3) Calculate the contributed mass for this log from Eq (2),
above and accumulate the sum of the masses of overlapping logs thus far; (4)
Multiply the accumulated probability by the value for this log as computed from Eq
(1) using the uncorrected radius; (5) If the accumulated mass is greater than the
required critical mass, end the calculation and report the remaining probability,
otherwise repeat steps (2) through (5) for the next log. This algorithm Is repeated,
starting with step 1, for each critical mass - critical radius pair In the set generated
in Ref. 5.43.

Calculation

This methodology is implemented by the following program

Source Code c:\temp\prden.c' 5/20/1996
The input file which includes the set of critical masses for the bare sphere cases
evaluated in Ref. 5.43, Is

/* prden.c Program to compute the probability of log juxtaposition
sufficient to form a critical mass. Three log parameters are
generated by Monte Carlo samplings the log length which determines
the probability of overlap, the log radius, which effects the
mass contributed by the log, and the potential uranium weight percent
in the log, which also effects the increment of critical mass which
the log provides. The program adds logs until a critical mass
would be reached. For each log added, the probability is multiplied
by a factor reflecting the probability of overlap for this size log. !
The implementation algorithm is conservative, because the overlap
factor is only multiplied if the accumulated mass i less than the
critical mass. The additional log required to go beyond the critical
mass is not used so there is always some shortfall in the accumulation
of the critical mass. The estimated
value for the probability is computed by averaging over a number of
Monte Carlo iterations, specified by the parameter num". Both
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arithmetic and geometric mean are computed. The input file consists
of one line containing the labels for the to input parameters
(critical mass in metric tons, and critical radius in meters) followed
by one line for each case, with each line containing a pair of
input values for these two parameters. In this manner an arbitrary
number of cases can be evaluated in one run.

It should be noted that this is not a
complete calculation of the probability of such a mass actually
occurring as the result of uranium enriched groundwater flow from
a nuclear waste repository. That would require consideration of
plume dispersion and probability of occurrence of a mineralized
zone which could contain the logs in the first place. */

#include stdlib.h),
#include cstdio.h
#include math.h,
#include ctime.h>

void main()
(long int i,j-O,k, //Counting variables

nummlOOO; //Number of Monte Carlo iterations
int firsttimel, /Indicator variable for first case diagnostics

count.o, //Count number of cases
firstlog: //Indicator for first log to avoid probability mult

4md double p, //Variable to accumulate the probability of overlap for a
//single iteration

psumpsumsqlogpsum,logpsumsqj //Variables for
1/accumulating statistics for all the iterations

float x, //Temporary variable for uranium weight percent
y,.//Temporary variable for log length
sum, //Accumulation of overlapped uranium masses
cmassnl,//Critical mass (this value overwritten by input file)
xl-O.0l, x2-0.213,//Limits of uniform distribution for uranium wt 
rlmin..20,rlmax..80, //Min and max log radius
rl, //Temporary variable for log radius generated randomly
lenO-10/3.2S,//inmum log length
lend-l/.0656/3.28,//Decay length for negative exponential

//log length distribution
rc-3,//Radius of critical mass circle (overridden by input file)
rholm.000964,//Density of logs per square meter
rhot=2.62, //Density of host rock (tuff in saturated zone)
cfacr..394/.574, //Correction factor for critical circle radius
cfacm-.52/1.6; //Correction factor for critical mass

char dummyl[902,dummy2 [802//Temporary variables
//for reading the labels of the input parameters

FILE fout,*fin,*ferr,
fout-fopen(uprden.outw,sw") //Output file
ferrmfopen("junk.outK,8wn)i //Used for diagnostics and debugging
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finafopen(prden.in', r*)i//Input parameters
fscanf(fin,a t*,dummyl,dummy2)i//parameter names
fprintf(fout,8s oo,, dummyl,dummy2)i//colu=n heading prmtr names
fprintf(fout,v1lstl1\nN, Arith meanOGeom mean');
arand((unsigned)time(NULL))i//random number seed selected from time count
while(fecanf(fin,u"f %f",&cmass,&rc)-EOF) //Input parameters

(cmass*ucfacmi //Adjustment of target critical mass
rc*.cfacr; //Adjustment of critical circle for probability calculation
fprintf(fout,vt8.3f %8.3f8,cmass,rc) //Print the input values this case
psummo*

logpsumo;
logpsumsqwc;
for(i-O;i<numni++)//Loop for each Monte Carlo iteration
(p-li//Initialize probability for this iteration
sum.o0//Initialize sum of log contributions for this iteration.
k).oi//Count number of logs required in this iteration
firstlogwl; //Set to avoid multiplication for first log
while(sumccmass) //Loop to build the mass for a single iteration

{xuxl+ (x2-xl) * (float) ran4 C) /RAZ2N MAX; //Generate uranium wtt
rirlmax-(rlmax-rlmin)*sqrt(l-(float)rand()/RAD MAX)I//Generate radius
y (float)rand()/RAMNAXt//Generate random variable for log length
if(ym-l) y.9999i //Avoid singularity in log function next line
ynlen0+lend*log(1/(l-y)); //Compute log length from this random var
k++;//Increment log count
sum+-3.14159*rl*rl*4/3.14159*rc*x*rhot; //Accumulate mass for this

//iteration using average segment overlap
if(firstlog--l) irstlog-0;
else pp*y*2/cfacr*rc*rhol;) //Accumulate probability for this

//iteration according to the original circle radius
psum+mp;//Accumulate probabilities for averaging over all iterations
logpsum+.log(p) 
logpsumsq+rlog(p)*log(p),
if(firsttime--l) fprintf(ferr,N%1g ld\n,p,k);//Diagnostics
psumsq+wp*p;)//For statistics of all iterations
if(firsttime-al) //Diagnostic print for first case only

{fprintf(ferr,"AMeano %lg GMean- lg\n",psum/num,exp(logpsum/num))f

firettime=O;)
count++; //Increment case count,
fprintf(fout,"*ll.31gll.31g\n",psum/num,exp(logpsum/num));))

//Output arithmetic and geometric mean for this case

Input File c:\temp\prden.in" 5/20/96
These inputs are the critical masses and critical radii, and are identical
with the 10 cases listed in Ref. 5.43, Section 8. The critical masses are
also given in Table 7.5-1 of this document.
cmass rc
1.6 .574
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10.1
2.5
10.1
6.5
7.4
18
S5.2
11.1
30.9

1.4
0.695
1.4
0.98

1.17
1.7
2.18
1.2
1.65

The output file which shows the result of adjustment of the critical masses and
radii (mass and rc, respectively), and the resulting probability calculation, both
arithmetic and geometric means, is given below.
Output file c:\temp\prden.out', 5/20/1996

cmase
0.520
3.283
0.813
3.283
2.112
2.405
5.850

17.940
3.608

10.042

rc Arith mean
0.394
0.961
0.470
0.961
0.673
0.803
1.167
1.496
0.824
1.133

0.000158
3.71e-014
9.63e-007
8.31e-011
1.52e-011
1.43e-010
1. 52e-021
1.03e-057
4.7e-016

7.18e-046

Geom mean
5.25e-014
3.28e-029
1.17e-017
2. 32e-029
2.76e-029
1.39e-026
1.67e-040
2.36e-089
1.74e-039
2. 64e-071

The above results provide the probability of occurrence of a spherical reducing zone
with sufficient organic material to remove a critical mass of uranium from a
groundwater stream. The occurrence is for an arbitrary point In a horizontal layer
which has the proper characteristics. The probability of actual occurrence of a
critical mass involves the probability that a waste package containing sufficiently
high fissile concentration will give rise to a groundwater plume which Intersects the
critical mass circle area, summed over all possible positions of this circle, and
weighted by the fraction of the host rock which might be occupied by such a
reducing zone obtained from further analysis of the occurrence of orebodies on the
Colorado Plateau) according to the methodology given In Section 7.6.
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Statistics for fossil logs found In the Club Group of Mines, Montrose County, CO

The purpose of this attachment is to summarize the information obtained from Plate
67 of Reference 5.28 and to detail relevant statistics for use in the Attachment 11
and the body of the analysis. Reference 6.28, Plate 57 provides a detailed map of
the geology of vanadium-bearing sandstones at the Club Group of Mines, in
Montrose County Colorado. Figure 111-1 presents a reduced copy of this map, with
the areas of V-bearing sandstone divided Into five sections. Each of the logs In
each section have also been uniquely labeled with an alphabetical Identifier. The
length, distance to the nearest log (center-to-center), and distance to the next
nearest log, have been measured for each log, and are summarized in Table 111-1
below. All measurements were made using English units since the original map
scale is In feet. However, conversion to Si is also provided in the table.

Table 111-1. Length and Separation Distance for Fossil Logs at
the Club Mines, Montrose County, Colordo

Section stance to DIM to Next
No. No. Nwest Nh Nearest Neighbor Length

feet Imters feet meters feet ineters
I A 231 70A1 231 70.41 47 14.33
1 a 113 34.44 213 64.92 69 21.03

11C 3 34.44 200 0.966 31 9.45
1 D 200 60.98 213 64.92 38 11.68
1 E 26 7.62 125 38.1 31 9.45
1 F 25 7.62 144 43.89 26 7.62

2 A 6 1.83 69 21.03 16 4.88
2 B 6 1.83 63 19.2 19 5.79
2 C 63 19.2 69 21.03 76 22.86
2 D 15 4.88 63 19.2 22 6.71
2 E 1 4.88 76 22.86 19 5.79
2 F 69 21.03 313 95.4 19 6.79
2 G 69 21.03 256 78.03 16 4.88

S A 9 2.74 31 9.45 13 3.96
3 I 9 2.74 31 9.45 I 9 6.79
3 C 31 9.45 31 9.45 16 4.88
3 D 89 26.82 131 39.93 25 7.62
3 60 15.24 75 22.86 28 8.53
3 F 35 10.67 38 11.58 38 11.68
3 a 25 7.62 35 10.67 19 5.79
3 H 25 7.62 38 11.58 16 4.88
3 1 69 21.03 106 32.31 25 7.62
3 J 38 1 1.58 69 21.03 60 16.24
3 38 11.58 106 32.31 31 S.4S
3 L 78 23.77 97 29.67 22 6.71
3 M 7 29.7 125 38.1 25 7.62
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Table 111-1. Length and Separation Distance for Fossil Logs at
the Club Mines, Montrose County, Col rado

Section Log Distance to Disunce to Next
No. No. Nearest Neiobr Nearest Neighbor Length

feet meter feet metes feet meters
3 N 78 23.77 106 32.31 22 6.71

3 0 84 26.6 156 47.E5 31 9.45
3 P 84 25.6 IS0 45.72 25 7.62
a _ 100 30.48 150 45.72 19 5.79
3 R 100 30.48 200 60.96 19 6.79
3 S 276 83.82 363 110.64 22 6.71
3 T 200 60.96 238 72.54 13 3.96
3 U 6 1.83 50 16.24 6 1.83
3 V 6 1.83 44 13.41 13 3.96
3 W 44 13.41 50 15.24 19 6.79
3 X 41 12.6 44 13.41 16 4.68
3 Y a 1.83 19 5.79 22 6.71
3 Z 13 3.96 19 5.79 16 4.68
3 AA 6 1.83 13 3.96 9 2.74
3 AB 13 3.98 16 4.88 13 3.96
3 AC 50 15.24 63 18.15 16 4.88
3 AD 69 21.03 69 21.03 28 8.63
3 AE 6 1.83 69 21.03 16 4.88

3 AF a 1.83 71 21.64 16 4.88

3 AG 75 22.86 109 33.22 22 6.71
3 AH 38 1 1.58 75 22.86 19 6.79
3 Al 38 11.58 94 28.65 13 3.96
3 AJ 38 11.58 78 23.77 22 6.71
3 AK 9 2.74 53 16.16 16 4.88

3 AL 9 2.74 56 17.07 19 5.79
3 AM 63 16.16 66 17.07 13 3.96
3 AN 22 6.71 22 6.71 16 4.88
3 AO 9 2.74 9 2.74 16 4.88
3 AP 9 2.74 9 _ 2.74 25 7.62
3 AO 28 8.53 34 10.36 16 4.88
3 AR 50 15.24 66 17.07 13 3.96
3 AS 13 3.96 6 17.07 13 3.96
3 AT 13 3.96 69 21.03 19 6.79
3 AU 9 2.74 9 2.74 6 1.83
3 AV 38 11.58 109 33.22 19 6.79
3 AW 50 16.24 e1 24.69 1S 6.79

4 A 125 38.1 134 40.84 16 4.E8

4 a 38 11.68 119 36.27 16 4.58
4 C 38 11.58 84 25.8 22 6.71
4 D 6 1.83 84 26.6 19 6.79

4 _ E 50 16.24 69 21.03 41 12.5
4 F s0 15.24 59 17.98 19 5.79

4 G 50 15.24 59 17.98 22 5.71
4 H 50 16.24 63 19.2 19 5.79

I
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Table 111-1. Length and Separation Distance for Fossil Logs at
thClub Mines, Montrose County, Coloredo

| Log Distance to Distance to Next Log
No. No. Nearest Neighbor Nearest Neighbor Le 

feet meters feat meters feat meters
4 8 63 19.2 88 26.82 9 2.74
4 J 31 9.45 85 26.82 28 8.53
4 IK 31 9.45 63 19.2 16 4.08
4 L 60 17.07 81 24.69 60 18.29
4 M 6 17.07 97 29.67 25 7.62
4 N 31 1.45 69 21.03 72 21.95
4 0 31 9.45 38 1.58 26 7.62

* 4 P 31 9.45 38 11.58 19 5.79
4 a 31 9.45 63 19.2 9 2.74
4 R 91 27.74 100 30.48 78 23.77
4 S a 1.83 84 26.6 1s 6.79
4 T 19 6.79 26 7.62 34 10.36
4 U 13 3.96 25 7.62 9 2.74
4 V 13 3.96 19 6.79 6 4.08

| NO LOGS IN THIS SECTION

In addition, the area of V-bearing sandstone In each section was estimated by
determining the area of a polygon representative of the general shape of the curved
V-bearing sandstone boundary (multiple polygons were used If the section
contained more than one region of V-bearing sandstone), as shown in Figure 111-2.
The barren areas were excluded from the area estimates. These areas, along with
the average log density (# logs In section/section area), log length, and separation
distance, are given for each section, and for the total area of vanadium-bearing
sandstone in Table 111-2 below.

I
Table 111-2. Vanadium Bearing Sandstone Section Areas and Averages

Section No.os Estimated Section |Average Distanc Average Diance Average LogSecionNo.of Area LgDniy to Nearest Log t Nex Nearest Length
No. Loge - - Loj 

ftn2 m' | ogs/It' |ogsi' ft m ftm m ft§ m
1 6 203937 18946 2.94E.05 317E04 117.83 35.92 187.67 57.20 40.17 12.24
2 7 47383 4400 1A8E.04 1.69E.03 35.00 10.67 129.71 39.54 26.57 8.10
3 49 661389 62165 B.73E.05 9.40E.04 47.46 14.48 77.59 23.65 1947 6.93
4 22 74911 6969 2.04E.04 3.16E-03 41.36 12.61 70A1 21.46 26.95 8.22

5 0 5 60170 4661 NA NA NA N/A N/A WA N/A N UA
TOTAL 84 937770 87122 S.96E-05 9.64E.04 49.31 15.03 87.51 26.67 23.60 7.16

Figures 111-3. 1114, and 111-5 present distributions of the log lengths, distance to the
nearest log, and distance to the next nearest log, respectively. The distribution of
log length is of particular interest for critical mass estimates In Attachment 11 and
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Figure M-3. Distribution of fossil log lengths at the Club Mines.
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the body of the report. Inspection of Figure 111-3 Indicates that for lengths greater
than 10 feet, the log length distribution can be approximated by a negative
exponential distribution. To test this hypothesis, the 84 log length samples were
arranged In ascending order and those under 10 feet were eliminated (the first 7).
The remaining 77 logs were each assigned a complementary cumulative probability
using the parametric estimator

1-F(l,) [n-l+0.6251/En+0.251,

where n is the sample size (77 logs), and I s the ranking of the Individual log (1
smallest, 77 largest). As the floor of this distribution Is taken to be 10 feet, this
value must be subtracted from each log length (I = L-10 ft). These steps are
presented in Table 111-3. For an exponential distribution,

Lnil-F-I) =-A l.

Therefore, A can be determined by plotting the Lnil-F(l)J vs. 1, as Is done in Figure
111-6. Using the regression function of Microsoft Excel v5.0, this yields a A of
0.0656 ft t (0.2162 m-1) with an R2 of 0.93. This Indicates that a negative
exponential distribution provides an acceptable fit for fossil log lengths greater than
10 foot at the Club Group of Mines.

S.,
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Figure m-6. Exponential fit of log
length data.
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Table 111-3. Exponential fit of log length data
L I L-10 -F(I) If-(

1 13 3 0.9919 -0.0081
2 13 3 0.9790 -0.0213
3 13 3 0.9660 -0.0346
4 13 3 0.9531 .0.0481
5 13 3 0.9401 -0.0617
6 13 3 . 0.9272 -0.0766
7 13 3 0.9142 -0.0897
8 13 3 1 0.9013 .0.1039
9 16 6 0.8883 .0.1184
10 16 6 0.8754 -0.1331
11 16 6 0.8625 -0.1480
12 16 6 0.8495 -0.1631
13 16 6 0.8366 -0.1784
14 16 6 0.8236 .0.1940
15 16 6 0.8107 -0.2099
16 16 6 0.7977 -02260
17 16 6 0.7848 -0.2423
18 16 6 0.7718 -0.2590
19 16 6 0.7589 02768
20 18 6 0.7460 -0.2931
21 16 6 0.7330 -0.3106
22 18 6 0.7201 -0.3284
23 16 6 0.7071 .0.3466
24 16 6 0.6942 -0.3650
25 19 9 0.6812' -0.3839
26 19 9 0.6683 0.4030
27 19 9 0.6553 -0.4226
28 19 9 0.6424 -0.4426
29 19 9 0.6294 -0.4629
30 19 9 0.6165 -0.4837
31 19 9 0.6036 -0.5049
32 19 9 0.5906 -0.5266
33 19 9 0.5777 -0.5488
34 19 9 0.5647 -0.6714
35 19 9 0.6518 -0.5946
36 19 9 0.6388 -0.6183
37 19 9 0.6259 -0.6427
38 19 9 0.5129 -0.6676
39 19 9 0.5000 -0.6931
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Table 111-3. Exponential fit of log length data~- - ,
I L I L-10 I1-F(I)[

40 19 9 0.4871 -0.7194
41 19 9 0.4741 -0.7463
42 19 9 0.412 .0.7740
43 22 12 0.4482 -0.8025
44 22 12 0.4353 -0.8318
45 22 12 0.4223 -0.8620
46 22 12 0.4094 -0.8931
47 22 12 0.3964 -0.9252
48 22 12 0.3835 -0.9584
49 22 12 0.3706 -0.9928
50 22 12 0.3576 -1.0283
51 22 12 0.3447 -1.0652
62 25 15 0.3317 -1.1035
53 25 1s 0.3188 -1.1433
64 25 15 0.3058 -1.1847
65 25 15 02929 -1.2280
56 25 15 0.2799 -1.2732
57 25 15 0.2670 -1.3205
58 25 15 0.2540 -1.3702
59 25 15 0.2411 -1.4225
60 28 18 0.2282 -1.A777
81 28 18 0.2152 -1.5381
62 28 18 0.2023 -1.6982
63 31 21 0.1893 -1.6643
64 31 21 0.1764 -1.7351
65 31 21 0.1634 -1.8114
66 31 21 0.1505 -1.8939
67 34 24 0.1376 -1.9838
68 38 28 0.1246 -20827
69 38 28 0.1117 -2.1924
70 41 31 0.0987 -2.3156
71 47 37 0.0858 -2.4562
72 50 40 0.0728 -2.6198
73 60 50 0.0599 -2.8156
74 69 59 0.0469 -3.0592
76 72 62 0.0340 -3.3820
76 75 65 0.0210 -3.8615
7 . L BP . -00t1
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PACS Participant Work Statlion (PS1W_
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Pis Accetnt o. 1.2.2.3.3 ir I BAKSLIK Start tate--. 
BAELN Finish Date -S/Cl

PIS Accun title thcanistered Spent Fuel
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U% title -ncanhiterad Spent Fuel EmM ID lN 

Fiscal Tear istribtion At
Prior 9M FT1997 Ff199 Ft199 fYZOOO nzoot F2002 ff2003 T20O4 FY200S future Complets
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Statent of work:

the following qulity affecting ork shall e controlled in accordance withe rosd leplementing procedures Identified n the
currant ocew-accepted Sqirints raceabillity etwork tatris.

aD pptles to this effort.

o0JfcliWE:

sign waste packages to ccmodate spent icloar fuel that my arrive at the repository in an ucanisterod
foes or uel that sat e repackaged. Prodjce drawings aid apecificatins for Advanced Conceptual Design
(CAI and Investment Analysis tUD). Condct analyses to aopport waste package desn developent.

DEiSCRIPTIONU:

All efforts requ ired to:

- Perform analysts of maste package conents. including atternative concepts r features rquired to
support t. design process. Technical ad economic analyses will e perforatd using models and
caputer codes. lednicat Analyses wiltl Include tructural, shielding, criticality, therml, and component
performance analyses to determine the adqacy of varioum design concepte.

Develop the waste package design drawings nd specifications docusents fr both ACD ad IAD.
Participate in design review necessary for each design phase.

- Develop Interface drawings and specifications n support of the sLearfac* and awrface deslgnefforte.

IV 1996 Scope of Works

Contisie to dewelap waste packge designs to accoodate cuncnistarod spent rcleer fuel nd non-fuel earing waste strm
forms. valuste the mats package ucanistered spent fuels ling Inustry tandrd nd processe including hlo and ow
therI leade. spent nuctear fuel ts rtures. shilding (source delapment). stnructural. and criticality. investigate
different Maste stram generated at utilities (fuel and non-fuet hearing spent sjcler fuel). Develop design mitigation
solutions (i.e.. fter mteral and supplentat neutron orbtr materials). Prepare Initial Investment Analysis
drawinpketches for the wicansaterd spent fuet waste package. pdate. verify and validat. and mintain analytical
compiters end csputer codes.

Initiate the calculation of keff for famlly of spent nwclear fuel e, and for hum-up and wnriconts for boiling water
reactor and pressurized Mater reactor fuel. Establish keft for the family at waste package desigr.



Participant iD luce ltn. Sit. car. ProJect*Plannlng & Control System i-pep-95 to 3
0Scp

PACS Participant lion Station CPulS) Pa*g-
Prepared - 11/16M5 :13:46:53 Participant Plaing Shoot CPVAC) Inc. Dollars In tot

PIS Account no. - 1.2.2.3.3 R -iUnistered Spent uel

Sttm t of work cent.):

Prepare and appport design review dacusenttion and presentation materiels describing waste package design features to aport
review of tho Nined Geologic iposl ystem Advanced Conceptual Design. eign thra out-wAY waste package mIdels an
UrCenisterod mote package model a mtl mtti-purpose canister disposal container with alti-purpee canister and a high-
level waste package andal as appropriate.

Apply probabilistic ethod to evluate coiloirne of engineered Barrier Sgent designs with regutlatry rirements.
Provide guidance for aste package deign based en evcluations of direct hazards to the mote package. Provide guidance for
the design of bckfill Inrt. d other non-mute package coqmnnts of the Engineered Sarrior Segnt. Identify/define
design basis accidents wnd events that f fect the mute package or engineered barrier ystem, in coordination with Systm
Engineering, Performance Assessment nd epository Design.

Perfect mid a: (1) fallure modes ard effects analysis for each waste package mid Engineered garrier Segment design to
identily credible failure modes for ascii copient, the mechnism and conditions necessary to padwce the Identified failure
modes, and the fftects of the failure an other coonents of the sote package;. 2) cproharnivr configuration generator for
the evaluation of the probability associotod with all credible event seqenees that can teed to onfigurstions likely to cuse
ste package system faltures. All probabilities associated with nvirmesntat parameters will I* obtained fro, models

developed b, or In association with, CtS 160 Perfatmn Assessment.

The centigurations Identified will be evaluated deterministicatly with respect to the oppropriete ste package system
failures. for criticality. diltionl probabilistic evalustions will be applied t the determination of conee rices
reflecting the uicertainty of nvironsental paraeters that ffect the duration of the criticality.

Develop d use prebabilistic modets of uel dissolution, fuel transport by greud water, d r-precipitatien. All
activities will be coordinated with ClUiS lltO Paerforee Assessment nd will use the tst. ferm Characteristics Report
as a refernce.

Suport the devetopment of acceptnee criteria for OE pent ructear fual Identify potential problm with rspect to the
appropriate acceptane criteria. Perf9m analyses to determine waste packge pameter modifications necessary to meet these
criteria. All activities will be performed in coordination with appropriate staff at Ideiho atinul Engineering Laboratory
mnd ader the aispices of the repository task tm f the DM Spent uel Steering ComIttee.

investigate disposal criticality Issues mid evaluste the draft technical report Issued In September 1995 rlating to the
Engineered Barrer Segment. Prepare mi sit the ecord draft of the Disposat Criticality technical Report. Support
technical eachanges with the 7uter Regulatory Comisuion to solicit ent regarding critical ty Isues.

Nonitor the engoing testing proorm including the 29 principal sotopes reqairod for disposal criticality, aid participate
In the decision process directins the Isotopic tsting progrem. Seek out rator restart reactor core neutronic data to
benchmark the nautronics cosputers codes.

SCEUVEABLES

De iv ID DesciptionCospletIon criteria out DSte
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Criteria
boiuamnts the probobilistic evaluation ofcriticelitles

aternat to the waste packs" *rising frm flosil, material
releed from te smineered barrier system. Tis report
will lso include sumaries of related awirormental
pometer Information provided by Perfamanr_ Assessment.

The die dote will be tt. ad 90Z of earned value applied.
upon si cIttat t the 0 Pints and Precedre qsepartment.
The reainiung 1 of earned value wilt be ppl ied won
review ad arceptre br T . it n rviw emnts re
received rea DM within 30 days of receipt of the docuent
by DOEthe remaining 1 eaned value maybe a ted.
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